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ABSTRACT
Glutamate ejection inthe vicinity of locus coeruleus Il C) in urethane
anesthetized rats was usedto selectiv!!ly activate norepinephrine lfm release fromlC
fibers. Extracellularunits, 0.1 Hz perforant path-evokedpotentials IPp·EPt and
hippocampal EEGwere concurrently monitored in the dentate gyrus. In all experiments.
lC activationinduced potentiationof the Pp·EP. S j g n i ~ic a nt potentiation of the PP-EP
was not seen until an average of 20 s. afterglutamate ejection. Significant changes
in spontaneous neuronal activity occurred both immediately and with a delay following
lC activation. Subgranular layer. nonburstingneurons withnarrow actiun potentials
were immediately excited by NEforan average durationof 26.6 s. Distal
subqranular layer, nonbursting neurons with wider action potentials were inhibited by
lC activation foran average duration of 88 5. Bursting hilar neurons showed a
delayed suppression, beginning an average of 10 s. after the flag and lasting for an
average 01 276 s. Finally, a group of three cells were unaflected. Theta was
present before and after the ejection in themajority of experiments 1111and increases
in theta frequency were seen in 3 animels. Aloss of theta occurred within an average
of 36 s, after the ejection in8 experiments andlasted an average of6 min,
Based on the electraphvsiclcqicel and anatomical results, a model is suggested
inwhich there arethree different interneuron types which areaffected differently by
LC·NEIercitiation. inhibition. andunaffected) and centrihute to modulatingexcitation
andinhibition in the system. Bursting cells are either unaffected or show prolonged
reduced activity similar to theperiodof LC suppression.
It seems that condit ions areset upbyLe·NErelease Which contribute til the
promotion IIf an inc/eased cliupling between pp input ami granulf! eelluutput which
would increase DGcircuit throughput.
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INTRODUCTION
This studyassesses the effects of synaptically released norepinephrine INEIon
the dentate gyruslOG) of the rat hippocampus by using glutamalergic stimulationof
the locus coeruleus Il r.l. Three eleclrophysiological parameters are evaluated
concurrently: single unit activity, the perforant path (PPI evoked potential (EPI, and
the EEG. There are a mmber of controversies inherent in the research performed to
date on this topic. There is evidence 10support both the excitation andinhihiricn of
interneuron activity by NEapplied to the DGand there is evidenr.e to support the
claim that NE effects EEG as well asevidence that it hasnoeffect at al. However.
numerDUSstudies agree that NEcauses anincrease in the amplitude of the PP·EP.
Two lTl!thodologies have previously been employed to assess NE effects at this site,
electrical stimulationof the l C le.g.Segal and Bloom, 19741, and directly applied NE
le.g. Neuman andHarley, 19831. Chemical stimulation of the LC had notbeen used
until more recently I e.g. Harley and Mitway, 19861.
Dentate Gvrus organization andNEInout:
kOeatBte Gvrus Anat(lmv:
The 06 consists of a folded sheet of one main cell type, the granu le cells
00·15 pml, which arepresent in the granulecelllayer Iseefig. 11. There are
interneurons{20·40 pml alsa located throughout mostof the DGhuthinterspersed in
thegranule cell layer and located justbelowit.Finally, the polymorph region, or hilus,
islocated betweenthe two blades 01 the granule eel/ layer, consists 01both
interneurcns and quasi-principal pseude-pvramidal cells {Amaral, 19781. and is shown in
figure #1 as zone 4. The gran'Jle cells senddendrites to the molecular layer of the
dentate, which is a lOne consisting mainly 01 libres. This area cartsists of three basic
layers, theinner molecular, middle malecular and outer molecular layers. The entorhinal
cortex provides the main cortical excitatory connectionsvia the PP which synapses
with the dendrites of granulecells inthe mi ddle and outer molecular layer. The arena
01granule cells (mossy fibres) SAnd connections 10 CA3 ofthe hippocampus proper,
whil lJ the interneurons controllocal inhibitionand excitation in the system (seefigure
#11.

8:Sol/{ces of Nf.;,
The solesupply of naurcnal NE ill lhl! OGcomas from;,'nucleus iii thedorsal
brain stem known as the lC. Pickel at al.11974l initially reportedthat the densest
projections fromthe lC end in the DG of the hippocampus and the central nucleus 01
the amygd ala.
C·Svn80tic OjstribuNon; Nt Terminals andRecel~
Receotor Oistdbution:
Norepinephrine is a monoamine with two families of receptors present in the
hippocampal formation. thea andP receptors. The a and Preceptorfamilies differ in
their densities over the areaof thehippecempus. Studies of the binding of radioactive
liuands 10 these receptors and their subtypes followed by treatment with competitive
agonistsand antagonists for the subtypes have aided if! the recognition of these
subtypes and their distribution in brain tissue. Alexander et al11 9751usinq tritiated
aiprenulnl, a p·adrenergic receptor antagonist. were the first to identify p ·receptor
bindingin the rat CNS. They found the highest density of p·receptors in the
hippocampus and limbic cortex.
Young and Kuhar (1980) used tritiated WB·4101 (selective for 01
adrereeeptcrs) and tritiatedp-emineclcnidine {PAC}fselective for02 adrenoceptorsl to
locate anddifferentiate fields of a·adrenergic receptors in therat brain.They found
high levels of ct- racentersin the molecular layer of the DG andalso high levels in the
caudaldentate. High levels of cz-reeepterswere seen in the lC.
Tiong andRichardson(19901 using iodocyanopindolol tagged with 1151assessed
the fields of p·adrenoceplDrs in rat amygdala and hippocampus. They alsoused other
antagonists which were selective IDthe Pl and {l2 subtypes to distinguish between
them. The results indicated that 70%of thereceptors in the hippocampus were P1
and the other 30%were p2.
Terminal Oisrribution:
Koda et al. (1 977 & 1978) used beth light microscopy to visualizeglyoxylic
acid induced tluetescent (GIFI varicosities and electron microscopy to visualizesmall
granular vesicles (SGV) in the DG. They founda cut to the dorsal tegmental bundle
lDTB), in which thelC fibres run, depletes thesupply of catecholamines to the
hippocampus. Both the G1F varicositiesandthe SGVvesicleswere decreased in
number inthe dentate hilus. The decrease was greatest ipsilateral to a unilateralcut.
Additionally. if the NE intermediate enzyn !! tyrosine hydroxylase was inhibited by
alpha-methsl-para-tvmsine methyl ester. and thelC was electrically stimulated,
causing depletionof NE, a similar decrease in GIF and SGVwas seen in the hilus.
Again. if the lC was stimulated onone side. the ipsilateralside decreased more.
These results indicate that the varicosities and vesicles are NE containing andare
correlated with oneanother due to their simultaneous decrease in number after lC
aetiveticn followed by NE liberation. In addition. they reported that most likely. the NE
terminals were synapsing mostly in the hilus. then the molecular layer. and finally
least in the granule celllaver directly.
Crutcher and Davis(19801compared thefields of a and P receptors to the
amount of NE innervation in the hippocampus of adult rats. They usedtritiated
dihydroalprenolol IDHAl forp·receptor localization andtritiatedWB·4101 for the
c-recepters. Forlocalization of NE andterminals, they usedglyox'1lir. acidand a
radioenzymatic technique util izing phenyl ethanelamine-Nmethvltransferase (PMNTI.
The largest amount of NE was foundto be in the dentatehilus Iinfraqranular regionl
with less inCA3 and even less in CAl. Biochemical measurements indicatedthe
amount of NEin the OG to be 0.57 ± 0.07 pglg and in the rest of thehippocampus
to be0.30 t 0.05pglg.Beta-edrenccapterbinding of DHAwas similar betweenDG
and Ammon's horn, whereas, a-adrenoceptor binding was30%higher in theDG than
the rest of thehippocampus. Oleskevichet al. (19891usingtriti ated NEobserved
that thegreatest number of NE·labelled varicosities were present in the molecular
layer of thesubiculum. the molecular la ~ e r of CA l, thepolymorph layer of the DG.
and a nanew zone in both CA3-aand CA3-b. Thehighest density ofvaricosities was
foundill theDGpolymorph layer (2.5 million varicosities/mm3).
In summary, the evidencepresentedabove indicates a relatively denseNE
innervation 01 thehippocampus and the densest input withinthat zone to theOG and
the molecular layer of CA l (Iacunosum moleeulare in figure#11. Betareceptors seem
to be rather evenly distributed over the whole hippocampus and 70%of themare of
the /11 subtype. Alphareceptors lire30%more numerous in the DG than therest of
thehippocampus and are mostly of the a1 subtype. It is also evident that the largest
field ofNE synapses ispresent inthe hilar regionof the DG and more specifically in
the subgranular region(zone 4 and just below thegranule cell layerinfigure#1).
Nt andDentate Units'
Few studieshave been performed evaluatingthe effect of NE on DG cells. An
early seriesof studies to evaluate NEeffects on units in the hippocampus was
performedby Segal andBloom11974a& b·76a& b). Therats were anesthetized with
halothane(0.5-3.5%fliJothane). Acutecell recording was done using glass
micmpipattasfilled with 3M NaC!. Thetip diameters were l ,Umorless. Inchronic
animals, 62.5Jim insulated nichrome wire wasused forrecording. Bipolar stimulating
electrodes 1200pm twisted, insul ated nichrome wire) were used for lC stimulation.
Segalwas the first to characterize NE action as thai of increasing the signal-to-noise
ratio lor meaningful cell activation. In the first paper of the series, they found that
putative pyramidal cells in layers CA1, CA2 andCA3 were inhibitedby ionlophoresed
NE. Many of these cells had Ihecharacteristicburstingpattern, ie. complex spikes ( a
stair step burst characteristic of pyramidal cells{Fox and Ranck, (1981})). The
inhibition eppaered between5-30 s. after the start of the drugejection current (67.6
nAI and lasted for 10 s.-B min. after termination of drug ejection. Similarly in the
second paper, with electrical stimulation of thele. When a trainof pulses was
used11O/s., 0.2 ms, 0.2 rnA train) to stimulatethe Le, inhibition lasted fm5-120s.
after cessation of the stimulus. Single pulses or short trains of high frequency
stimulation 120 ms, 500/s.1failed to completely inhibit cell firingbut a reduction of
fi rinl)was presentfor300·400ms afterthe stimulus. The onset of the i n~ibition for
thehigh frequencynalns (2Vms, 500/s.) was150·200 ms. after the onset of lC
stimulation.
In the third paper 01 the series, a portianof thesampled units wasfoundin
the granule cell layer (8/52 cellsl andaeain inhibition was the primary eltect of lC
stimulation. Segal and Bloomtrainedrats to self stimulate ISS) with the $timulating
electrode near the LC 10.25·1.5 sec. train of 30·50 Hz monophasic 0.2 ms pulses,
30·100JJAI,They laoked at the spontaneous activity althe recorded neurons and
assessed changes efter lC stimulationby the experimenter or thmugh selfstimulation
bythe animal (ie. presumably NE released from terminals in thedentate). Inhibitionof
spontaneous unit activity after lC stimulationwas mainly found. The effect began
50·150 ms. after the end of stimulationand lasted for 300·800 ms. The degree of
inhibition was different for thetwo different subject graups (55 group and single
pulse group, ie. those animals who didnot self stimulatal. Cell inhibition in the sell
stimula tinggroup was morepronounced than inthe sin~le pulse group (average
decrease to37% ofbaselineand 71%ef baselne respectivelvl. Cell firing rates
seemed to bein a range of 6·20Hz. Three nut of eight of the recorded nonbursting
cells were unaffected by the lCstimulation inthe 58 group even when bursting cells
wereinhibited in thosame preparation. However, the pointwas made thatthere were
9
nodifferences in the inhibitory effects of NEon cells fromboth regionsof the
hippocampus {Ammon's horn and DGI. Amphetamine 13-4mglkg} given inueparitonaallv
(i.p.l mimicked NEactions, and tended to elevate 55 rates and even causenon-58
rats to self stimulate. The cellular effects of this drug were harder to interpret
because it loweredthebaseline firing rate of the cells. However, Segal and Bloom
found 3 cells where the inhibitory response was increased by theamphetamine.
Oiethyldithiocarbamate (DOG, 200 mg/kg) given subcutaneouslyblocks dopamine·p·
hydroxylase, an intermediateenzyme in the production of NE. The inhibitory response
of celts to thesth uletien of LC was antagonized by this drug. The responses of cells
werealso signif icantly reduced by chlnrprumanne. Finally, cell inhibit ion was also
blocked by a-methyl tyrosine and 6-0HOA. 55 behaviorwas also eliminated by these
twosubstances Which inhibit NE synthesis anddeplete NE stares respectively.
In the fourthpaper 01 thO' series, the cell typeswere not specifically explained
andreferred to only as bursting or non·bursting cells presumably hom area CAl. First,
they recorded cell firing changes as aresult of an audilory stimulus 190dBI
administered for 2 s. every 30 s. Thirty·six out 01 45 cells responded with
inhibition of their baseline firing rate. Art of the responding cells (36 of the 451had a
characteristic bursting patternlpresumahlv complex spiking), whereas 419of the non-
10
respondingcells didnet burst. There wasalsoe highcorrelation {D.S5) between the
magniludeof inhibition lor the toneand the inhibition from LC stimulation on the
ipsilateral side(delivered bya stimulating electrode placed near LCI. indicating that the
cells inhibited bylC stimulation would most likely be inhibited bythe tnne. DOC,
chlorpromazineand 6·DHOA allblocked the inhibitory effect of the tonestimulus.
Thenextexperiment paired the behaviorallyreinforcing stimulus (lCstlm. at
levels high enough to support S81 with the behaviorally insignificantstimulus ltcnel to
ascertain whether the response would be augmented Ile. mne-s 1 S.- lC stim.l,
Theinhibitoryresponses to the tone wereincreased when paired with the LC
stimulation. Again, non·bursting cells showed nochange in eitherparadigm. When the
tone was paired withfood Isweet milkl, a conditioned behavioralrespcnse flickinq the
milk) was seen, anda conditioned excitatorycellular response to the tonewas
observed in response following thepairing of toneandfood. When lCstimulation was
paired withthe toneand food, the lCstimulation increased the new excitatory
response in 13/15 anmals. Additionally, in 2 cells with inhibitory responses, the LC
stimulation potentiated this inhibitory response.
These initial studies indicated an inhibitory effect on the spontaneous activity
01 recorded cells in the hippocampus by lC stimulation (presumed release of NE from
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terminals in the hippccarnpusl, The conditioning study suggested something even more
interesting, the effectof LC stimulationis to enhance a cell's response whether
excitatoryDrinhibitory. This led to the proposal by Segal and Bloom that NE didnot
produce a simpletransmittereffect, but increased the slgnal-tc-nnise ratio 01 cell
responses to significant stimuli.
Pang andRose 11 9871were the next group to assess NE effects on OG units.
They evaluated the effects of directly appliedNEon characterized s.lntemeoeos
recorded fromjust below the granular cell layer. Hippocampal lntameurcnshave
been refered to as thetacells because they are known to be strongly modulatedby
the theta rhythmin the EEG of thehippocampus (Jung and McNaughton, 1993). The
rats were anesthetized with either urethane 11 .5glkg) or sodium pentobarbital
(50mg/kg). Monopolar stimulating electrodes were used to activatecommissural
afferents and entorhinal cortex aiferents. Recording electrodes were multi-barrel glass
micropipettes containing5M NaCI andin some cases 50 mMglutamate to enhance
spontaneous recording. Filters were set at 500 Hz·lOOOOHz for unit recording and
unfiltered actionpotentials were measured at 0.5 Hz·10000 Hz. They recorded from
203 hippocampal neurons andfound that NE excited 79/94 e·interneuronsl -emean
baseline rate pre NE: to Hz. Meall ratepost NE: 30 Hrl. Interneurons were
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characterized by their firing patternthrough the EP trace. They fired in single spikes
all along the length of the trace. They observed that theeffects of NE on (J.
intameurunsfromDG andCA 1 were not significantly different from one another
which suggests a similar mechanism for both effects.
With antagonistapplication, Pangand Rose found that for the (J·interneurons,
thea2·antagonist rauwolscine andthep·antagonisl timolol significantly blocked the
excitatory effect of NE onthese neurons. Prazcsin, an al blocker, hadno effect.
Pangand Rose 119891 extended the study of the effects of NE on dentate cell
types to include granule cells. Using urethane anesthetized rats (1.5 glkgl, they
characterized granulecellselectrophysiologically by their unfiltered action potential
duration I:=;O.4ms), predominance in the granule cell layer (designated as 150 pm
below the neqative-pcsitive reversalsite for the PP·EPI. activation at short latency by
a PP pulse ( < 5msl, andfina llytheir firing characteristics which were mainly single
spikeseven at high stimulation intensities.
Again, the interneurons werecharacterized by their firing patterns. They
found that pressureejected NE 15x 1O-3M) depressed the spontaneous firing of 18121
granule cells recorded Imean firing rate beforeNE approx. 15 Hz and after. approx. 3
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Hz]. One granule cellwas excited andtw')others gave biphaslc responses. Thev
found that isoproterenol (ISO, W-4MI applied similarly, excited 414granule cells.
Similar 10 the 1987study, theyfound that NE excited 19/24interneurons (mean rate
before NE approx. 7.5 Hz andafter, approx. 16.5 Hz), 3 were inhibited and2 had
biphasic responses. Isoproterenol alsoexcited 5/5 of the interneurons. The inhibitory
effects of NE weresaidto bemediated bythe et -recenor andthe02 andp.
receptorsmediated the excitatory effects. The results of thisstudy indicate that
interneurons andgranule cells areaffectedsimilarly lexcilation) bythe p·receptor
agonist isoproterenol. NE. however. causes depression of firing ingranule cells and
excitationininterneurons.
Nt andIntraceUula! Recording in Vitro:
lacaille andSchwartzkroin (1988) recording inuacell'Jlarly from the in vitro
dentate slice assessed theeffects of iontophoresed NE ongranule cell excitability. In
12/16of the granule cells responsive to NE, there was a depolarization of the
membrane. The mean membrane potentialwas ·62 mY. The depolarization hadan
amplitude of 10.4 ± 1.7 mY. reached a peak in 1.4 ±0.9 s. andlasted for 17.2
±4.5 s. Thedepolarization caused by NE was obtained at nearresting membrane
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potential andwasdescribed interms of the closingof K' channels.
Gray and Johnston 1198 71 using theinvitroslice preparation assessedthe
effects of NE ongranule cell activity inwhole cell or patch clamp experiments. The
bath and pipette solutions were formulated to block allpotassium IK' j andsodium
[Na'l currents with tetrodotoxin (TTXl and 3,4·diaminopyridine 13,4·0AP!. Pressure
ejection was used to deliver drugs in single Drdouble·barrelledpipettes, near thesoma
of theclamped cell. Inthewhole cell clamp experiments. thestep depolarizations
were initialized from a starting potential of·60 mV up 10·35 mV. This depolarization
activated a Ca2, mediated inward current whichincreased in intensity as the
command potentialbecame moredepolarized.Tile protocol fortesting NE effects
began with holding the cell at a clamped voltage of ·60 mV andstepping it to OmV
every 7·15 s. Once a stable baseline was acquired. a pulse of NE was applied to
the cell. An increase in the amplitude ofthe Ca2, mediated inward current occurred
approximately20 s. afterthe NEwas applied. The p·receptor agonist isoprenaline
similarly increased the inward current 137 ± 11%1.
Clonidine, an a2·receptoragonist did notalter the inward current. NE also
increased the amplitude and duration of Ca20 action potentials. The cyclic AMP
activatorforskolin increased the inward current oa ±3%1as did a·bromo·cAMP (44
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±2:J %1. Single channel patch clamp recordings donewithstepwisevoltage changes
from ·100 mV to -10 mVshowed anincrease in probabilitY of the same Ca2' channel
opening in the presence of isoprenaline. Patch clamps done with different command
voltages showed increased open times for theCa2• channelsmediating the inward
current. The sameheld true forNEapplication and8-bromo·cAMP application.
Madison and Nicolll1 9B61 studied NE effects on intracellutarlyrecorded rat
hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells in the invitro slicepreparation. They found that
there wasa slight depolarization of the membrane after NE application and thiswas
mediated bythe p·receptor as wasdetermined from the similar effect ~roduced byp-
receptor agonist isoproterenol. The slight depolarization was pairedwith a finding that
the alterhyperpolarizations of the cell were decreased. In a second paper, Madison and
Nico ll1198S1 demonstrated by the use of cAMP analogues that the effect couldbe
mimicked byactivatingcAM P indicating its importance in these NE effects.
These three studiesall found that theeffect of NE ondifferent cell types in
the hippocampus is depolarization.
Discrepancies in Single Unit recording:
Results of thesingle cellwork present a problem for a simplecharacterization
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of NE effects on cellular activity. Segal andBloom found that allNE-affected cells
were inhibited in aU subfields, while Pang and Rose fou ~d interneurons to be excited
by, andgranule cells to be inhibited bydirect NE application, butp·receptoractivation
alone excited both types. Theinvitro intracellular studies atl produced similar results
which included increased depolarization of the principalcells {granule andpyramidal
cellsl. This finding is consistent withNE induced excitation. These results indicate
marked differences in findings between labsusing simile r paradigms.
~t Recording Studies'
Self·Stimulation: Cs.veat J:
There is an inherent problem in using selfstimulation of lC as a criterion for
effective activation of the NE system. Mainly, there is lIvidence that this paradigm is
notdependent on the NE system. NE depletion does nol typically reduce or inhibit
selt-stimalaticn in the vicinity of le , nor doesdorsal noradrenergic bundle lesioning
affectlC seit-stlmulatien (Corbett et al., 1977; Corbett and Wise, 1979). Inaddition,
Harley et at, 119B9) found that thep·receptor antagonist propranolol didnotblock
the effects of electricallC stimulation inthe hippocampus, while theeffectsof lC
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cellactivation were prevented.
EXDgenDusNE:Caveat 2:
Armstrong·James and fox (1 983)ubserved theeffect of iontophoresed NEon
superficial to·800 pm) and deep (800·1400 pm) neurons in the somatesensen cortex.
These neurons could bedifferentiated viatheirspike amplitude, firing rate, and firing
pattern. They also used a voltameter (device for measuring thecatecholamine
oxidation potential) to measure theactuallevel of iontophoresed NE coming out. Deep
cellshad higher firingrates andlarger spikeamplitudes. The deep cells exhibited many
mora spikesperburst than did the superficial cells. With two distinctgroups of cells
maintained, they observed the effects of low concentrations (5x1Q'9.5xl0 1MI and high
concentrations (upto 100x the previously mentioned desesl of NEon these cells.
Superficial cellswere inhibited with low NE current and stopped firingcompletely
following largercurrents. Deep cells were oftenexcited at low current and inhibited at
larger currents. A few cells in thedeep zone exhibiteda long·lasting increase in firing
rate afterNE application. These effects lastedup10an hour after application of NE
and onlyoccurred at the low current range for NE which waslower thanhad been
employp.d in other iontophoretic NE studies. Theauthers suggest that thephysiological
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effects of NE arebetter reflected by the lowest effect currents and that thecommon
descrcton of NEas inhibitory may bedue to the use of unphysiologically high NE
levels. While Ihis accounts formany inhibitory NEreports. andmay explain the
iontophoretic effects of Segal andBloom, it would notaccountfor theinhibition
findings of Segal et al using presumed physiological release of NE via self-stimulation.
Cel! Identification: Cayeat 3:
Amaral 1197Bl described cell types inthe hilar reglnn of the DG in rat using
the Golgi staining method. Four zones were used to demarcatethe variouslayers and
areas in the hilus lsea fig. 11.Zone 1 was simply the continuation ofthe pyramidal
cell layer into the first portion of thehilus. Here there were pyramidal cells, pyramidal
basket cells. pjramd-like stellate cells. and giant aspiny stellate cells (most likelyan
interneuron). Zone 2 contains theinferior region unipolar URU) interneuron (Amaral and
Woodward 1197711. lts axcns collateralizemainly within the dendrites of the pyramidal
cell layer but branches aresent to stratum oriens and radiatum. Similar cels to this
typehave been seen in the deep hilus {dorsal mne4 in figure Ul1with dendrites
projecting into the fascia dentata.largespinystellate cells andpaud-spined cells
(small spherical somata with only a fewspines onthe dendrltes) areseeninboth the
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stratum radiatum and zone 4 (hilusl.According to Amaral. these cellshave no thorny
ercrescences nn their dendritesand theyall have axcns characteristic ut interneurens.
Furthermore. theiralignment perpendicular to theincoming fibres indicates they are
specialized to functionat the interface of thefascia dentata and the rest of the
hippocampus. Some of Iheneurons in zone3 have dendrites which onlyproject
towards thegranularla ver. These maybeunaligned pyramidal cells.
Oneparticular ceil lype seemsto be quite prevalentthroughout zones2.3.and
4. It is the aspiny suprapyramidal stellate cell.Their nons perforate the granule cell
layer and enter the molecular layer of the dentate. Theseaxons runparallel to the
pyramidal layer. In zone 4. most of theneurons wereaspiny and found ontheborder
between thegranule cell layer andthehilus. The first is the dentate basket cell12
typesl. Theapical dendrite travels up through thegranule cell layer and branches nut
into the molecular layer where many am-dendritic connections were seen. The basal
dendrites penetrate into thehilus and some complex with mossy libre terminals. The
axon arises from the apical dendrite and alsoruns throughthe molecular layer. The
second type of basketcell sends dendrites along thetopof the molecular layer and
thesemake contact deep in thehilus. The axontends to originatefrom thecell body
rather than the apical dendrite as compared to the first Iypeof basketcell. The
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spheroid cell alsoborders onthe granule cell rayer.lls spineless dendrites flow into
thedentate andthehitus. Its axon contactsthe granuleceU layer andthemolecular
layer. Another type ofaspinv neuron sends bifurcations of its axon to both the
dentate and hilar regions. The mossy cells are found mainly inlone 4 and their
dendrites have spines. The dendrites are long and narrow andseem to coverlarge
areas of the hilus. These dendrites donot oftenpenetrate thegranular layerand are
seldom seen in continuity with the pyramidal layer. The axon breaks upinto many
branches, some of which goto the molecular layer ofthedentate and therest project
out of lone 4 intothe fimbria. Three more celltypeshave beenseen inlone4. They
are the aspiny stellate cell, the rang-spined multipolar cell andthe oviform cell. In all,
21 cell types have been described by Amaral inthe hilus of thehippocampus. Many
of these havecharacteristics whichmay be interpretedas being interneuron-like. The
erectrophysiologicalcharacteristics of all thesecelfs have not been described.
Therefore. many intemeurun.like cellsmay have markedly different electrophysiology.
II sampling bias effects occur due to extracellular recording or anesthetic
characteristics, then Pang and Rose (recording near the granuleceiliayerl andSegal
tess clear about areas of recording) may be looking at different cellsubpopulations.
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The Evoked Potential'
In the DG, the PP terminals synapse on the dendrites of the granule cells
about 100pm ftcm thesoma and make an excitatory connection (Andersen and
loyning, 1962;Fujita, 19621. Inhibitory interneurons synapse onor nearer to the
somata 01 theneurons IBlackstad, 1958;Andersen, 1966) [The description from
Amaral above indicates this is anoversimplification). Andersen et a1. (1971) recorded
evoked field potentials from the DG which were orthodromic (ie. following the fibre
tract connections in thesame direction). stimulating perlorant pathand recording from
granule cells. They also recorded antidromic fieldpotentials (stimulating fibre tracts
opposite to theirdirection of flowl by stimulating MFandrecording in granule cells. In
the subsequent unit analysis of theevoked potential lEPl , theyfound that unit
action potentials corresponded with thenegative wave of thepopulation EPwhich
was called thepcpspike, whilethepositive wave was indicative of an EPSP
component. When stimulating theperforaot path, thesubsequent unit discharges in the
granule celllayer corresponded to thepopspike portion of theEP and wereassumed
to be granule cells activated by thestimulus (see figure 21.
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Noreoinephrine Effects on PP.Evoked Potential'
In Vivo Preparation'
Neuman and Harley {1983J first observed a long·lastingpotentiation of the
populationspikeof theDGfollowing NE iontophoresis at thegranule cell layer. This is
only thesecond example of a long term functional plasticity in the DG. NEseemed to
increase thepotency of theglutamatergicperforantpath response. The increase in the
amplitude of thepopulation spike didnot occur immediately withiontophoresis of NE,
bUIhappened between 30 seconds and 8 minutes after initiation of iontophoresis.
Sixteen outof 41 experiments resulted in long termenhancementof the popspike
amplitude Uasting longer than 30 minutes)and themean maximum potentiation, 130-
140% of baseline. wasseen after 30 min. The rest of thesites yielded short term
enhancement lasting under 30 minutes with maximumpotentiationof thepopspike
ranging from 20·400%of control values. Generally. there wasnoconsistent EPSP
amplitudechange. A similar potentiation effect on popspike amplitude, butnot the
EPSP had been reportedpreviously with electrical stimulationof LC IAssaf and Miller,
19791.This potentiation, however. wasmaximal 40 ms. after the onset of LC
stimulation.
Goodchild at alngS2) first employed themethod of naturally activatingcell
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bodies with the native transmitter, glutamate, to cause ~ynapt ic release from
terminals in the brain. This preferentially activatescellbodies, which are responsive to
the neuroexcitant, rather than fib res 01 passage. Harleyand Milway l198S}, using
100-150 nl pulses of glutamate in or nearthe l C. found long·lasting pp·popspike
enhancements in 40%of the animals tested andshort·lasting effects in all
experiments. The population spike average maximal increases were 141% above
baseline, with mean onset of a significant 30 sec. average increase 1.1 min. after
glutamate ejectionandlargest change occurring at 1.6 min. alterejection. In 18/20
animals, the population spike returned to baselinelevels by the end01 the experiment.
The average time to the return to baseline was 8.4 min. However, 5/19 monitored lor
20 minutes or longer afterglutamate ejection showed effects lasting > 20 min. The
population EPSP slope alsochanged in 13/20 animals. The increase began 0.8 minutes
after glutamate ejectionandreached a maximum 01 112% at 1.2 minutes after
ejection. II returned to baselineby3.2 minutes after ejection. These effects were
blocked by propranolol (30mg/kgi.p.l.
Harley at a1.119891 reponed a difference inthe potentiation achieved by lC
electrical stimulation and lCglutamate stimulation. Glutamate stimulation of the lC
caused a pmentiaticn of thePPevoked population spike which could be short·lasting
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1< 30 mins. with remm tobaselinel orlong-lasting (> 30mins], Brief electrical
stimulation of the lCreliably causedanimmediate, short·lasting potentialionof the
pesulaticnspike,but repeated pairings of the electrical lCstimulation and thepp
evokedpopulatiollspike resu!tedinlong·lastingpotentiation in10outo l22
experiments. However, thep·receptor antagonist propranolol did not block the
electrical lCstimulation effect, but didblock the glutamate lCstimulation effect. This
indicates that there may betwo separate systems mediating these polentiation
effects, and only selectivechemical activation oflCprovides potentiationdependant
Oil the p·receptor inDG lHarley and Evans, 19881. It isnow accepted, based onwork
both in vivo andinvitro. that the effect of NE onthe PP·EP inthehippocampus is an
increase in pnpulafien spike amplitude which may belong·lasting orshort-last ing and
which is mediated throughap1·receptor, cAMP dependent system. Morerecent
research in whole animal has indicatedthat glutamate activates lC cells jmme~ i a t ely
but the PP-EP increase is not seen immediately lHarley and Sara, 19921
In Vitro Preparation:
Data obtained Irornthe hippocampal slice preparation suggested theduration of
applicationof NE may determine whether there wilt beshort·lasting orlong·lasting
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potentiation. Ieeaille and Harley (1985) using a 10 minute bathapplication of NE (at a
threshold concentration of 10 JIM) produced long·lasting potentiation in only 25% of
theslices. Fifty·three percent of the slices exhibiledan EPSP slopeincrease to a
mean of 117%of control. Seventr-sh percent of theslices exhibitedsignificant
increases in population spike amplitude with a mean of 131 % of control. Stantonand
Sarvey(1985bl usinga 30 minute bathapplication of NE 150 pMl produced a long·
lasting potentiation in allexperiments, These long term effects couldbe followed for
up to five hours after NE wash-cut. Another important finding from Stanton and
Sarveywas that long·lasting potentiation was blockedby the proteinsynthesis
inhibitoremetine and theaddition of forskolin (anadenyla te cyclase stimulantl
enhanced the response. Finally, both lacaille and Harley, and StantonandSarvey
provided evidence that the in vitro potentiation was p-receptor mediated. It could be
blocked by thep·receptor antagonist propranolol uaceme and Harley) andbythe
specific p1·receptor antagonist metoprolol lStanton and Sarvey) .
Stanton and Sarvey (1985al, also using the slice preparation, showed that if
NE was depleted using6·0HDA, high frequency induced LTP was eliminated. Similarly,
the ,81-receptof blocker metoprolol eliminated both high frequency induced lTPand NE
induced long·lastingpotentiation. Burgard et al., 11 989) observed that NMDA receptor
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antagonists also blocked both NE-lLP andLTP in the OG. Still using the slice
preparation, they applied APV or CPP to the bath and found that both LTPand NE
potentiation were blocked as evidenced bythe lack of increase inpopulationspike
amplitude. They also added that the antagonists alone did not alter the population
spike. Again using the hippocampal slice. Chetkovich et al (1991) showed that
activationof the NMOAreceptorby glutamate increases the levels of cAMP in leyer
CA 1. This could be blocked byAPVand by the removal of extracellular Ca2'. In the
whole animal, however, NE depletiondoes not prevent LTP and newer data suggest
NM OA currents may not be necessary for NE induced potentiation(Frizzell ands
Harley, 19941.
Although the intracellular mechanism of the NE effectsis unclear, the
reliability of the potentiationeffect with NE or LC activation is not.Invivo effects
with chemical activation of LCare alsoeonststenuv blocked byp·receptor antagonists
systemica llylHarleyand Milway, 1986) or locally in OG(Harley and Evans. 1988l.
Glutamate activation of LC would appear to be an excellent method of inducing
synaptic NE release. Additionally, the enduring functional change inthe OGproduced
by LC·NE in the PP·EP is of intrinsic interest as a model of pp·OG synaptic plasticity.
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HVDOtheses Relatil/g NE Cell and NEPopspike Effects:
Thereare 3 main hypotheses describing hypothetical NEeffects which might
explain NE potentiation of thePP-EP.
$iqnal·to-Nflise hVDothesis:
Segal and Bloom (1976bl initially hypothesizedthat the role of NE was 10
increase the signal-to-noiseratio for evoked activity in the hippocampus, enhancing
whatever cell resuensa, excitatory nr inhibitory was evoked bythe stimulas. Similar
results have been seen in sensory systems where NEinhibits spontaneous cell tiring
and allowssensory activationto produce a lalger, or cleaner responserelative to
backg round lWoodward et el., 1979), Similar results have been descrlhed in the
cerebellum. Freedman et at (1977) found thatthe effect of NE icntnphnresis onto the
Purkinje cells in thecerebellum wasto tnhihit spontaneous activity, while affecting the
evokedactivity of mossy and climbing fiberstimulation less. This supports the
hypothesis of NEincreasingthe signal-to·noise ratio. The reduction of spiking during
the excitation caused b\' a mossy fiber input was less than thereduction of
background activity during Nt iontophoresis. The net result here was an improvement
of the signal to noise ratio of the synaptically evoked event over the background
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spontaneousfiring rate. Woodward et el. (19791addressed the issue ofwhether these
NE effectson Purkinje cellswere pre- or post·synaptically mediated. Theyassessed
the effectofiontophoresedNEin conjunction with other neurunensmitters. They
found that NE increased theeffectiveness ofGABA induced inhibition of Purkinje cells,
but, they found that NE alsoincreased the effectiveness of glutamate induced
excitation of Purklnje cells. This effect was alsoseen with electrical stimulation of
the lC (3.5s. at 10Hz). They concluded that NEenhanced the effectiveness of
GABA andglutamate whichfacilitatedin.urmaticn transfer in the cerebellum. An
increaseinresponse to glutamate input with increased GABA sensitivity could account
forPU!kinje cell enhancement and may also aeceunt fora larqar population spik~ in
DG. Increased glutamate andGABA sensitivity may produce a larger EP.
{Jisinhibition Hvpothesis:
Asecond view of NE's actionis the disinhibition hypothesis. Gyorgy Buzsaki
119841 proposed thaineuromodulators like NEact to decrease inhibitorylntemeurcn
activity thus allowing the principal cells to become more depolarized. This disinhibition
renires thiltinhibitory interneurcns themselves be inhibited. Milner and Bacon. 119891
using I:ght and elecuen microscopy with immunoautoradiographyobserved that there is
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ovetlep between the distribution of GABA andcatecholaminergic terminals inthe DG.
Excitatory a!ld inhibitory terminals synapse on common largets, andGABA and
catecholamineterminals occur inapposition to one another. So, catecholamine
terminals are well placed to modulate int,ibition. Hendricks and Fesler, (1983) blocked
GABA·mediated inhibition with bicuculline or picrotoxin andfound that induction of
long·lastingsynaptic potentiation in the hippocampus is facilitated as wellas a lai~e
increase in the maximal potentiation thatcould beinduced. SuzukiandSmith (1983}
observed that blockade of GABA·meditated inhibition by bicuculline increased the
amplitudeof sharp waves (apical dendritic depolarizations of pyramidal CfltfS. Buzsaki
et al., 19831and the number ofpyramidal cells firing synchronouslyin hippocampus.
Insummary, reduction of inhibitory interneurons as shown in Segaland Bloom119741
andthe other studies aboveby Buzsakiet al. and Hendricks et at , would lead to
increased response of granule cells to their PP, ~!utamate rgic input. Neitherof these
hypothese~ however, would readily account for the long·term increase in
responsiveness which is often seen.
Nt·long·lasting PotentiationHypothesis:
Thi'i hypothe..is would sungest that the larger response to input inthe system
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is caused bya change in Ihe synaptic efficacy which might be mediated in either or
both cl two possible ways. presynapticallyor postsynapticaUy.
Presrnaptit Plastititr.·
The cin::uilry change mediated presynaptically would be caused by a lono term
increase in the amount of neumtransmtter releasedfromthesynapse. This may
happen. lor example. wlth a physical increase in the number of synaptic vesicles
released or bya decrease in activity ofreuptakemechanisms. This typeof plasticity
would cause an EPSP increase for the leligth of timethe plasticity lasted. Increase in
glunmate transmitter release lonowingNEpre-exposure has been reported inDG
(lynch andBliss. 19861and anincrease in phosphorylalion of synapsin prcteins 1and
II following isoproterenol exposureandanincrease in synaptic transmission in DG
IParfilt et al, 19921has also been repertea. Botheffects depend on p·receptor
Dctivat;on iIS seenfor NE·EPpotentiation. Consistent with an enduring change in
synaptic efficacy is theevidence of 2ndme- ,,:n andNMDA receptor involvement in
NE potentiation.
~PI8Sticitv '
A postsynaptically mediated plasticity would generally increase the likelihood of
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anaction potentialfroma normal stimulus. Thiswould involve an increase in srnapse-
to-cell coupling. This might reflecta generalincrease inellcitability or could be a more
selective facilitating current spread from a localized site. Changes in threshold do not
appear to accompanyEPpotentiationas antidromic EP's are not altered llacaileand
Harley, 19851. However. cells appear to fire more to Pr-lnput thancanbe accounted
for by EPSPchanges alone.Asimilar long-term enhanced synaptic coupling has been
seen withfrequency induced long·termpotentiation. This synaptic enhancement might
be selective to particular spines on the dendrite for example. The enhanced coupling of
those spines to action potentials would result ina strange response.
Hi!JDtJcamoal Theta Rhvthm:
The hippocampus has an EEG potential which oscillates with a certain
frequency when an animal engages inor ceases certain activities.This oscillatory
synchronyis thought to be importantbecause it can bring differing brain structures
into a resonance state andaid in effective information prucesslnq. Green and Rawlins
(1979) reported the first evidence of hippocampal generators of theta ldefined as
rhythmic oscillations) gathered by Green et el.11960) and laterBland et al. (1975
&t9761. These generators were found to bein the CAl regionof the hippocampus
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proper and thestratum moleculare inthe DG. The generators arethe ereeswhere
thetais induced andmaintained.
There arethree basic categories of EEG rhythmicity in the DG. The first is
type 1 theta, which occurs during voluntarymovements suchas walking or mnning . It
has a frequency range of 6·12Hz and is resistant to atropine. The next type is
referred to as type 2 theta, and occurs during alert immobility in response to sensory
stimuli. It has a frequency ralige of4-9 Hz and is sensitive to atropine. The final
rhythm is referred to as lIA lIarge irregular amplitude) andis present during chewing,
grooming andalert immobility.
Hiooocampal Cells andTheta:
The thetarhythm itselfis reflected inthe membrane oscillations of groups of
cells. The actual group of cells involved in themaintenance oftheta is controversial.
Fox and Ranck (19811 were among the firstto provideevidence that local circuit
inhibitory interneurons were theta cells, meaning their activity increased with theta
onset andthey were phase locked with thetheta rhythm. This viewis one ofthe
most widely accepted. However, Bland at al.(1980! presented evidence that CA1
pyramidal cells and dentate granule cells were alsothetacell types, ie.indicating that
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thetainterneurons were not necessarily the only source of the theta rhythm. Rose et
al. (1983) also stated that dentate granule cellswere theta cells. Buzseki et al.
119831 proposed that hisphysiologically identified interneurons and granule cells were
thetacells. More recent researchhowever. suggests thatgranule cells. likethe
principal cells of CA1 and CA3, are nothigh firing cellswith a rate like the theta
rhythm. but have low firing rates whichdecrease during theta. although rate
modulation may occur. It is theinterneurons which seem to be thetheta cells.
While mast earlier authors described granule cells asincreasing activity with
induction of theta and firingwith highrates in a rhythmic fashion. morerecent
studies includingintracellular studies indicatethat this is not thecase. Jungand
McNaughton.l19931. using chronically implanted electrodes in freely movingrats.
classified cells on the basis of their electrophysiologieal characteristics such as firing
suppression as a result of pairad-putse stimulation, firingrate,spike width,spike
height andhistology. They found granulecells tobe low rate1O.1~ Hz). occasionally
burstingcells which fired onlyonce in the popspike window. were inhibited in low
inter-stimulus-interval paired pulse tests and were not modulated to the theta rhythm.
Intemeurons were foundto be high ratecellswhich didnotburst, fired multiply along
the pepspika traceand weremodulated closely hy the theta rhythm. Scharfman.
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(1992) using the slicepreparation. recorded intracellularlyfrom bothgraoole cells and
interneurons. Shefound that granule eels havevery low spontaneous activity and
have moderatelywideactionpetantials. Oppositely, she found that interneurons have
narrow action potentials and high rates of tiringcompared to granule cells.
TherBCellTyoes'
Bland et al. 119891 have recentlyidentified two different main types of theta
cells, The first type are the theta-an cells, both phasicand tonic. The phasic cells
are the classical thetacellsthat increasetheir firing rateandfire rhythmicaly in
concordance with the theta rhythm when it is present. The second type are the theta-
off tells, which alsohave phasic and Ionic subtypes. These cells reduce their firing
rate when thetheta rhythm is induced. This newphysiological datais consistent with
the anatomical evidence for a nwltiplicityof interneuron types.
Transmitters ,nd The'lI:
A series of studies of EEG act ivation have indicated that thecholinergic, and
more recently, serolonergic systems solelycontrol this rhythmic activity inthe brain
(Vanderwolf, 1988 & Vanderwolfet al., 19931. NE was, until quite recently, not
thought to beinvolved in the control of EEG. Early studies provided no evidence foran
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NE role intheta jeneratan Robinson et al.11 9771 found three important results
which suggest that NE(via LCI isnot involved. AlterNE de, letion wil~ 6-0HD ,~. type
1 and type 2 theta (hippocampusl and lowvoltage test activity ULVFAl neocortex)
were intact and occunednormally.Secondly, whenbrain dopamine and NE \\Iere
depletedby ilijections ofa·methyl·p·tyroslne, activity as above remained stable. Third,
electrical stimulation of the LC was "relati¥ely ineffective- inproduci ng behavioral
changesor type1 and 2 theta in the hippocampus and lVFA in the cortex.
ANew View:
Recently, using chemical LC stimulation new evidence suggests NE does play a
role in theta induction. Berridge and Foote 1199 1} directly activated the l C with the
cholineruic agonist bethanecol {7D·135 nl, l nglnl, 5 mMI given overa 60 second
,ericd andrecorded EEG inthe cortex anddorsal hippocampus.They observedan
increase in fast wave activity in thecortex and a switch to theta inthe hippocampus
beginningbetween 5 and30 seconds after the onset of lCactivation. The lecovery
was twc-staqa with the first stage being recoveryoflow power frequencies within 2·
5 min. The second stage involved recoveryof higher power frequencies within 10-15
minutes, Placement in theLC wasverifiedbythe increasein LC neuron firing13·5
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times t~e basen ratel which ceerred with injection placements as nach as 200-
500 pm medialOf lateralto the It. This is similar tothe iI'liltomicalrange found
with glutamate ejecrio" ~r EP potentiation. Thetllets actin tion effect was blocked
by proprallulol1200 pg/4pi i.c.v! ~ k e the EP potentiationeffect. and by c1 Cl~dine
la·receptor an l a~Dn ist 50Ml/kg i' .I. This ~djca tes that NE release is important in
the mediation II this effect. Theysuggested that the blockcaused by t10nidine may
have beencausedindirectly by its anestheticprepetes. Hllwever, theblock caused by
propranolol cannot be attributed toanesthetic propenies. If NE induced theta reliably,
this mi~ht contribute to long-lastingpctentaten of thePP·p3pulationspike since theta
gated input canpromotepctentiafien at DGsynapses.At the cellular level, theta
induction would be expected to correlate wilh increased flrilg of some interReUllJn
populations.
PfesenC WOfk '
The primlryfocus of the present stu~ is 10 iwestigate the effects of
synaptir.ally released NE 90 the activity of single ceas in theDGin vivo.
Glutamateejeclionin the vicinity of the lCwill J employed toactivalaNE
release andthe Pp·EP will be monitored toassist inlocating the recording electrodes
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in the DGand to record the occurrenceof population spike facilitation as a markerof
successful NE release in DG.
Concomitant recording of unit and EPchangesin the OGwill shed light on the
relationship between changes in spontaneous unit activityand changesin the EPdue
to NE release, andprovide one test of thedisinhibitionhypothesis.
Dentate gyrus EEG willbe monitored to evaluate the recent hypothesis that NE
release triggers thetheta rhythm andagain the temporal relation among unit, EEGand
EP change will be a focus of interest. These experiments should shed light on the
waysin which physiologicalNErelease affectsthe OGcircuit and promotes functional
plasticity.
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METHODS
Suhiects:
Fourteen Sprague-Dawley female rats, (Charles River Canada Inc., Montreal,
Canadal. weighing between 200. 3909 provided data 11 this study. Anesthesia was
inducedineach subject with urethane {lo5 9fk9 i,p.l. supplements at 1f4 of the
original dose were givenas needed. After anesthesia each subject was stereotaxicallv
placed with skull horizontal. Acirculating hot water blanket, replacedlater byan fHC
temperature control unit with electricblanket, wasused to maintain rectal
temperature at 31.0' C. 38.S'C.
Recording in Qentate GyM:
Aconcentric bipolar stimulating electrode IKopf NEX·l00XI was placed in the
PP17.2 nvnposterior, 4.1 1M! lateral. 2.5·3.5 mm ventral relative to bregmal and 2
glass pipettes were placed in the OG 13.5 mm posterior, 2.0 mrn lateral relativeto
bregmal, The recording pipettes were mounted ina Narishige holder which holds ooe
pipette stationarywhile allowing Ihe ether 10 be moved approximately1 mm. in three
directions relative to thestationary pipette. The Iwo pipettes were positioned as close
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together as possible 1200-500 pm} to facilitate maximum similaritybetweenthetwo
PP·EPs Isee figure1f3). Depths were a functionof EP similarity and ranged from 2.4-
3.6 mm below brain surface. Both pipettes were heat pulled over a small carbon fibre
17 pm diameter) to a total diameter of -1 0 J1IT1 and then filled with 3 MNaC!. The
impedances ranged from 2·6 MO. Current (10 pA for2 minutes] was passed through
theunit recordingcarbon filled pipette for lesioningat the conclusion ofe ach
experiment. Insomeexperiments, open-tipped single barrelled pipettes filled with2%
pontamine sky blue in0.5 Msodiumecetete were utilized in recording and dye
marking of the DG site.
Glutamate Aoolication andRecordino inlocus Coeruleus:
Adeuble-barralled glass pipette wasplaced in or near the lC on a 20° angle
posterior to vertical at 5.2 mm posteriorand1.2mm lateralto lambda. One barrel
was filled with 2%pontamine skyblue in 0.5 Msodiumacetate. This barrel wasused
to recordspontaneoussingle unit activity to aidin localizing lC (see figure 1f31.
lesioning was attempted by iontophoresing the dye from this barrel, but it was
unreliable. The other barrel wasfilled with 0.5 Ml-qlutarnle acid in dH20 (ph- 7.41.A
tubewasconnected to the glutamate barrel from a Neuto·Phore BH·2 pressure
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~Figu re # 3: Saggital sec tio n showi ng the pipettes use d for ev ok ed
potential re co rdi ng in the dentate and the LC re co rding pipette (20"
from vertical) and the associated glutamate eject ion barrel.
ejection system.A30 psi pulse was delivered through the tube to the pipette barrel
ejecting a drop of glutamate. The drop volume was measured under a microscope.
Manipulationof ejection time controlled the size of the drop andits sizemeasured
approximately 140 nl. Goodchild (1982) pruvded evidence that the actual volume in
the brain tissueis about 68%of that estimated from the dropdiameter in air. The tip
size of each barrel was kept at 18 . 22.5pm and the impedanceranged fram4·6
MO. On the top of the pipette. the recording barrel wascut shorter to allow the tube
to be put on over the glutamate containingbarrel.
Inrecording the spontaneous unitactivitythrough the double·barrelledlC
pipette, idifferentially amplified at a gain of 10000·20000 andband passed at 600Hz
. 3 kHz -+ oscilloscope -+ audio unit) a depth profile could be made through
cerebellum anddorsal ponsas an aid in localization of l C units. This unitactivity was
not stored. Whenthe pipette approached the Hea seriesof tailandpawpinches
were employed, as lC is known to respond with a burst of activity to this stimulus.
The response is characterized as a short burst of activity 11 .2 Hz up to 10 Hz for
100·500 msl followed bya pause IGedarbaum and Aghajanian. 19761. Testing also
included opening and closing the jawof the subject.The mesencephalic trigeminal
nucleus borders the lC both laterally and anteriorly. There, cells respond to manual
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manipulation of the jaw and aidinlocalization of the lC (Harley and Milway, 19861.
The lC wastypically encountered at 6.0 . 6.2 mm below brain surface. In addition to
testing for cell eharactetlzatien, theviability of the glutamate ejection was tested on
cell layers inthecerebellum.Glutamate wasejected here to ensure thepipette tip
wasnot blocked, as blockage did occur fromtime to time.Insuch a case, the :.ip
was cut back to ensure glutamate wascoming out and tip diameter, as well as drop
volume wasmeasured again. Dye injections were employed in marking lC recording
sites. Glutamate wasdrawn out of the ejection barrel witha syringe at the end of
theerperimant while the pipette was in place and wasreplacedwith 2%pontamine
sky blue, which wasthen pressure elected into the brain.
h,ocordinq:
Three different types of information were obtainedfrom the two recording
pipettes ar.d received by three different Grass unitygain headstages. One pipette was
used forone EP, while the other pipette viaa f-ccnnector. yielded EP and EEGdata
to the other 2 headstages respectively. Differential recording of the EP was used 10
reduce thefield potential artifact onthe unit tracewhich wasobtained from
amplifying the resultant signalfromthe twopipettes.
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This was notwholly successlulwilha large EP. It did prove useH lor
assessing unit activity during an EP subthreshold for a population spike. One EP was
sent from the Grass differential amplifier (filters 1 Hr . 3 kHz, gain 1Doxl to an
oscilloscope then to a Pare EG&G (signal subtraction) preamplifier (this was the unit
signalthat hadthe EP taken eutl. The other EP wassent to the computer forstorage
of the unaltered waveform ( thiswas the EP used fordataanalysis]. This samesignal
via a T·junction connector, was also sent to a Phonic 15 band, 2 channel graphic
equalizer, to the cscilesccpe andthen onto the PARe subtraction preamplifier. The
equalizerwas used to make the two EPs as comparable as possible. Finally, these
two similar signals weresubtracted andthe resulting signal was amplified viathe
preamplifier 10 becomethe unit trace(filters 300 Hz . 3 kHz, gain 20ox). The EEG
signal was fed directly intothe computer foranalysis (see figure #41.
Data Acquisition:
All signals were digitizedand storedona PC compatible 486sx/25 computer
using the Datawave Technologies "Brainwave" software package. The LC electrode
was first lowered appropriately andthe lC was located electrophysiologically. Next,
the two OG pipettes were lowered andceU layer populationspikes werefound. Aunit
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~Figure .4: Schematic diagram of differential recording setup. Units (u) and EEG arc
taken from one dentatc pipette . while evoked potential is taken from II scccnd
dentate pipette. The evoked potcntial s ignal is split and one goes directly to the
computer while the other Is used to subtract the "evoked potentiar" signal from the
unit channel.
wasthen found in the region of thepepspike and theEEGwasrecorded. A baseline
for all three parameters was collected for 5 min. Glutamate wasejected into the t C
aftera minimum of 30 popspikes, after which, recording continu'3d for 20 min.
Prior to data collection, cells were evaluated onthe oscilloscopefor their
response to the sub and suprathreshold PP stimuli. Only subthreshold responses could
be confidently determined. Following these observations, all 3 electrophysiological
responses, fP, units, and EEGwere monitored.
Evoked Potential'
To obtain the EP, a 0.2 msmonophasic, square wave pulse, 25 • 30 V,was
delivered to the PP at 0.1 Hz. The EP wasamplified 100x, filtered at 0.3 Hz . 3000
Hz and collected at a sampling frequency of 10000 Hz. Measurements taken in offline
analyses were: amplitudeof thepopulationspike. slope of EPSPand height of EPSP
(see figure #21. l atency measures were not taker, although average waveformsfor the
5 min. periods before and after l C activation are shown in theresults section. For
final analysis, basic X·Yplots were done of thepopulationspike amplitude andthe
EPSP slope and height using Iluattrc-prc. The spike amplitude and EPSP slopeare
reported as the marhnal change relative to theaverage baseline. Confidence intervals
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~I 4.5 ms I
positive wave is
pop. EPSP.
(syn aptic
/co mpone nt).
Negative
wave Is
popspike
Figure # 2: Medial PP evoked potent ial start s - 4.5ms after stimulus.
Parameters measured are area under the tangent (I). and slope of
EPSP (b-a/cbange in time). Tbe popspike (indicated) is tbe summed
depolarization of a group of granule cells.
weredrawn forcomparison of 5 min. averaged popspikes before endalter the
glutamate ejection.
Single Units:
Spontaneous unit activity wassampled at 19000 Hz, amplified 10000 •
20000x andbandpass filtered between 600Hz . 3000 Hz. Thresholds wereset on
the oscilloscope traceto capture unit waveforms that had atleast a amt signal-to-
noise ratio. Theunit clusters werecutoffline using a template matching protocol, and
occasionally scanned manually to discard any artifacts thatwere missed by the
template cut.Peri·event time histograms with 10 second bins and autocorrelations (·1
to +1 seconds with1 msbins) forindividual units were generated using Brainwave.
Theaverage baseline rateof the units wascalculated bydividing the totalnumber of
spikes llndieated in the peak of the autocorrelationl inthe control period by thetotal
number of seconds. Average waveforms and autccortelaticns were performed for the
5 min. control period and fora 5 min. period near theendof the record to ensure
that the same unit wasbeing recorded both at the beginning and Iheend of the
experiment. If the autocorrelations suggested a bursting cell, the unit record was
examined for doublet waveforms to confirm that the classification was notan artifact
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of a noisy baseline.
Filtered action potential widthswere measured as the time between the
maxil11.lm andminil1lJm point of the unit actionpotentialwaveform(see Jung and
McNaughton. 1 993 ~ Mizumori et al, 19891.
EEG:
Hippocampal EEG was digitized at 200 Hz and sampled in 5 second epochs,
Thissignal wasamplifi9d sax and bandpass filtered from0.1 · 100 Hz. Initially.
records before and after the glutamate ejection were assessed visually forevery 5
sec. bin. While thissuggested that thetaoccurred aftertheflag. a more quantitative
approach seemed desirable. The Brainwave FFTanalysis programwas thenutilized to
assess maximJm power and the powerspectrum in some records. Theoriginal data
points had not been collected in a power012. it was necessary to padevery 1000
points with 24 zero points to make the total number a power of 2 11 0241. The actual
analysis was performed on512 point bins (splittingthe 1024 pt. bins in half) so every
other binwas the original andcontained only the original points. This provided a
freque ncy at maximum power forevery 2.5 s.
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Histologv'
erains were removed andImzen at theend at each experiment. Cerebral
henaspheres weresectioned coronally at 40 pm. through the DG recordingarea 10
locale the pipette tip histologically. The cerebellumlbraillstem was sectioned sagttally
forverification of dye ejeclion and LC placement. Tracings of dye marked land
etectrolvte leslcnedl siteswere made using a projection microscope. Tissue was chen
stained with 2,5%cresyl violet. Alternate sections taken through Ihe OG werereacted
forglvcogen phcsphatvlase enzymehistochemistry tHarlev andBielajew, 19921. The
histochemical stain aided in localizing recording pipettetracks and tips.
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RESULTS
Inall fourteen animals. the populationspike amplitude wasreliablv enhanced
following glutamate ejection in the lC asexpected fromearlier studies assessing le-
NEsynaptic release in the DG. The average maximal potentiation across subjects was
177.4% of baseline and long term potentiation was seenin 6 animals withanother
animal showing a marginal long term effect. The averageduration of the short term
changes wes287 seconds (from 5 animals with complete reccrdsl. As reported earlier
(Harley andSara. 1992). potentiationwasdelayed andtYpicallVnotseen in thefirst
20 sec. following glutamate ejection. individual EP characteristics and potentiation
affectsare summarized for every experiment in Table la.
Concomitant cellular recording revealed that the effectsof LC·NE activation on
DG single units could be grouped into five categories: immediate excitation (n-3),
immediate strong inhibition (n- 41, jmmeniate moderate inhibition (n-21. delayed
suppression (n- 31and unaffected In- 21. Inoneexperiment, a second ejection was
given to the sameanimal andthe initial celleffectswerereplicated. A summary of
individual cell characteristics andindividual DG and LC histology is pmvided in Table
lb. The five categories of celleffects will be considered separatalv. The figures 5 to
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-
NIA
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-
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In ....
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Table # Ib: Cell dat a and histology for ind ividu al experiments.
38 providea graphical sunmary ofunit waveforms. eutceeneletions.andperi-event
time histogramsfor eachexperiment. Concomitant popspike and EEGevents are also
presented.
ImmediateExc#ation'
The first group consists ofcells that increased their firing rate invnediately
afterlC activation.
11·3:
In experiment 17·3 the cel hadan action potential width of 376.5 p s., did not
burst, andhad a baseline rate of 0.32 Hz. It had been observed to fire with a
subthreshold PPstimulus and when the LCwas activated, this cell responded with an
increase in its firing rate from 0.32 Hz to 1.9Hz 1595% of baselinel whichlasted lor
20 seconds. This may be a biphasic effect becausethe cellreturned to firing rates in
the low range of the baselineperiod fora further60 sec.
The popspike amplitudeincrease (150% of baselinel occurred 30 sec. after the
ejection, and lasted tcr 3110 sec. An early periodof enhancedpotentiation was similar
to the period of depressed unit awtivity andlasted lor 70 sec. Zero or very lowvalues
in the popspike record correspondto transient glitches in this and later figu res.
The EEG trace ofthis experiment wasdominated bylower frequencies and no
theta activity wasobserved. There was no cell rhythmicity in the autocorrelation, but
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Figure 15: Experiment 17·3. A. Peri-evenl timehistogram ofunit firing arot.nd ejection
larrowl. B. Anatomical section showing pipette t rajectoryinlC(dotl and markerdyespot
18). C. averaged unit waveform. D. Autocorrelation for total record 11 ms hinsl. E.
Transverse hippocampal section showing pipette tip localion. F. Two superimposed.
wavelorm averaged popspike traces, belore flag (with amplitude markers) andafter.

Figure#6: h periment 17·3. A. Graph showing relationshipof uniteffectsto popspiie
effects in time (arrowrepresentsejectionl. B. Graphof fFTanalysisshowingfrequency
at maximum power farrow represents ejection).
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this could be due to the lack of theta EEG during the experiment.
This cell was foundto be in the subgranular region 01 the hilus in theOG
which is the same region where Pang and Rose found theta cells excited by NE. This
may bea theta cell givenitswaveform andlow firing rate in the absence of theta.
1H;
This cell also had a narrow waveform, 368 JjS., did not burst and hada
baselinerate of 5.48 Hz. Immediately following LCactivation, this cell increased its
firing rate Irom 5.48 Hz to 9 Hz (1 90% of baseline) for 30 s. followedby a
suppression for 120 s.
The popspike amplitude increase (530%of baseline) was delayed for 20s.•
occurring30 s. after the ejection andlasting for 900 s. whichis considered a
long termeffect. The early phasic portion 01 the popspike increase (2 min. 30 s.)
corresponded to the suppression of this unit's activitybelow baseline 12 min. 12 s.l
after its phasic increase.
TheFFT analysis showed a large amount of power in the theta frequency
range withan increase in frequency13.5 Hzto 6 Hzl within 20 s. after the flag.
This corresponds to the unit increase, in that they both occur immediately after the
lIag andare relatively shortlasting.There is a loss of the theta frequency after the
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Figure 117: EJperiment 42·1. A. Pen-event timehistogram of unit firing aroundejection
(arrow). B. Analomicalsectionshowing pipenetrajeculCyil LC (dotl and markerdye spot
(B). C. averaged unit waveform. D. Autocorrelation for total record (1 ms bins). E.
Transverse hippocampal section showing pipene tip location. F. Two supl!fimposed.
waveform averaged popspike traces, before flag (with amplitude markers) andafter.
t
IL
Figure #8: Experiment 42·1.A.Graph showing relationship ofunit ellects to popspike
effectsintime (arrow represents ejectionl. B. Graph of FFT analysis showing hequenev
at maximum power (arrow represents ejectlenl.
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flag that lastsfor 3 min. and 30 s. This loss only roughly corresponds with the
suppression of cell activity and withthe phasicportionof the pepsnike amplitude
increase. The autocorrelationindicated a rhythmicity 01 about J Hz, which was the
predominant rhythm observedin the FFT analysis.
This cellwas also found in the s ubg ra~ula r region of the hilus lind possesses
characteristics common to the interneurons of that aha namely, high baseline firmg
rate, rhythmicity. theta activity modulation andno bursts.
27·3:
Similar to the above cells, this cell has a widthof 414 Jis., a baseline firing
rate of 2.78 Hz, anddid nol burst. After LC activation,this cell increased its rate
from2.78 Hz to 4 Hz(144%of baseline) for a period of 30 s. Areturnto a firing
rate below haselinealsooccurred after the increase and lasted for the remainder of
the record (record incomplete).
The characteristic popspike amplitude increase I max. 167%1 was delayed 20
s., occurring30 s. after the ejection and lastingfor 220 s.
The FFT showed a flagrelated frequency increase in theta, within20 s .
afterthe flag it was within therange ofcontrol periodtheta frequencies. Asecond
theta increase was seen approximately40 s . after the flag, andwas out of the
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figure #9:Experiment 27·3. A. Perievent lime histoprem of unit firingaround ejection
(arrow). B.Anatomical sectionshowing pipettetrajectoryin lC (dot)andmarker dyespot
(Bl. C. averaged unit waveform. D. Au tocorrelation fo r total record II ms binsl. E.
Transverse hip.-ocampal senmn showing pipelle tip location. f . Two superimposed.
waveform averaged popspika traces, beforeflag(withamplitude markersl and alter.
Efl
Figure #10: Experiment 27·3. A. Graphshowingrelationshipof unit effects to popspike
effects intime (arrowrepresents ejection). B. Graphof FFT analysis showing frequency
at marimm power /arrowrepresenls ejectionl.
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range of control period theta. These increases in theta frequency may relateto the
unit activity increase but at theend of therecord thetheta freq uencyincreasesfrom
2.8 Hz to6.5 Hz andthecell rate is not increased above baseline levels. The
autocorrelationwas not rhythmic.
This cell was not localed anatomically. The cen has a relatively narrow
waveform. possesses a moderately highfiring rate and does notburst, but. the lack
of rhythmicityand the lack of a clear relation between firing rateand theta, makes it
difficult to classify as a theta cell.
Immed;iJle Strong Inhl"lJi!ion:
This group consists of 4 animals where the recorded cells showed a strong,
immediate inhibition following LC activation.
/IJ./:
This cell had a width of 815.8 ps.•a baseline rateof 0.82 Hz, and didnot
burst. Following lC activation. there was animmediate decrease incen activity 10%
01baselinel from 0.82 Hz 100Hz and slightly above. for a duration of50 s. The
cell rate thenreturned to baseline levels.
The popspike amplitude increase1132%1 occurred 20s. after the flag and
ss
Figure#11: Experiment 18·1. A. Penerem timehistogram ofunit firing aroundejection
(arrow). B.Anatomical section showing lC placement Idotl. C. averaged unit waveform
D. Autocorrelation for total record 11 ms bins}. E. Transverse hippocampal section
showing pipelte tip location. F. Two superimposed, waveform averaged popspiketraces,
before flag (with amplitude markers) andalter.

Figure #12:Experiment 18·1. A. Graph showingrelationshipofunit effects to popspike
effectsin time Iarrew represents ejecticnl. B.Graph of FFT analysis showing frequency
at maximum power (arrowrepresents ejection).
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lasted for the duration of theexperiment, which is considered a long termeffect.
The FFT indicates some theta bins near theflag both justbefore and after.
There was noejection induced increase intheta frequency. Beginning 30 s. after
the flag, there is a dropout of thetawhich lasts for6 min. No correspondence was
observed between the EEG and the unit record or the popspikerecord. The
autocorrelation indicated only slight rhythmicity inthe cell.
This cellwas found inthe hilus and the LC placementwas anterior.
Similarly, the width of this cell is 828 /1s., with a baseline firing rate of3.68
Hz, and nobursting. Immediately followingLCactivation, the cell rate decreases from
3.68 Hz to 0.4Hz. then 100Hz 10%of baseline) fora period of 80 s. followed by
a brief return to baselineand then a loweredspontaneous rate for theremainder of
the record.
The popspikeamplitude increase (1 94%J was delayed for20 s., occurring 30
s. after the flag and lasting to the end of the record, andis considered long term.
There was an early phasic increase in popspike amplitude which roughly, but not
perfectly corresponded with the period of ma ximum suppression of Iheunitratealter
the flag, lasting for aD s.
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Figure #13: Experiment 33-1. A. Peri-eventtime histogramof unit firing around ejection
larrowl. B. Anatomicalsectien showingpipette trajectoryinlCltrianglt!l andmarker dye
spots lBI. C. averaged unit waveform.D. Autocorrelationfortotal record(l msbinsl.E.
Transverse hippocampal section showing pipene tip location. F. Two superimposed,
waveform averaged popspike traces, before flagIwith amp~tude markers) andafter.

Figure#14: Experiment 33·1. A.Graphshowing relationshipof unit effects to popspike
effects in limefarrow represents ejection}. B. GraphofFFT analysis showing frequency
at maximumpower farrow represents ejectionl.
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FFT analysis showed that low frequencies predominated within20 s. after
the flag. There were theta bins irrmediately followingtheflag, but they were notout
of the range of those in the control periad. The persistent low frequency rhythms
remained constant for the remainderof the record. The autocorrelationshowed mild
rhythmicity.
This cellwas found in the hilus.
32-2:
This cell had a width of 586 ps., a baseline firing rateof 1.44 Hz, anddid
not burst. When the lC wasactivated, the cell responded with immediateinhibition
from 1.44Hz to 0.3 Hz to 0 Hz (0%ofbaseline) which lasted for 30 s. There is a
pcst-inhiblticn increasein firing rate above baseline levels and this settles intoa stable
firing rate which remains abovecontrol levels.
The popspike amplitude increase (max. 128%1 wasdelayed by20 s.,
occurred 30 s. afterthe f la ~ and lasted for 70 s.
TheFFT analysis indicates that there are 2 binswithin 20 s. after the flag
which show increased theta frequency. Following this is a theta dropout period of 1
min. after which thereis more sustained theta for the remainder of the record. This
sustained theta maycorrespond to the cellmaintaining a new higher baseline firing
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Figura 11 15: Experiment 32·2. A. Peri-event time histogram of unit firingaroundejection
(arrow}. B.Anatomical section showingpipette trajecforyin LC (dotl and marker dyespot
18). C. averaged unit waveform. D. Autocorrelation for total record (1 IllS bins). E.
Transverse hippocampal section showing pipette tip location. F. Two superimposed.
waveform everaqed popspike traces, before flag{with amplitude markersland after.

Figure 116: Experiment 32·2. A. Graph showing relationshipof unit eflecls to popspike
effects inlime (arrow represents ejection).B. Graph of FFT analvsis showing frequency
at maxiRllm power farrow represents ejectionl.
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rate. However, there is also correspondence betwe n the immediate inhibitioll of the
.' and the immediate increaseintheta frequency in the binsafter the flag,The
eutucartalatien didnot show rhythmicity.
This cell was found inthe hilus near the ventral blade of the DG.
13-1:
The width of this ~eU was 376.5jJ S., it had a baseline firin~ rate of4.5 Hz,
and did not burst. Following LC activation, this cell responded immediately with
inhibition of its lirin~ rate from4.5 Hzto 0 Hz (0%) and just above for230s. The
cell then returned to its original baselinefiring rate.
The popsplke amplitude increase 11 39%) wasdelayed for20 s., occurred 30 s.
alter the flag and lastedfor270 e. Thisshortterm increase outlasts thecell
inhibition butagain, the earlystronger potentiation appeared to corespond to the
dur<. ~ it)n of the cell inhibition.
The FFT analysis showed some scatteredtheta related bins near the lIag, but
noflag induced effects. There seemed to be no theta modulationofthe unit in this
record. The autocorrelation showed only mild rhythmicity.
This cell wasfaund in the subgranular layer of the ventral blade of the DG.
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Figure#17: Experiment 13-1. A. Rate-meter time histogramof unilfiringaroundejection
(arrow)(standard peri-eventhistogramnotavailablel. B. An atomical section showing lC
placement ldotl, C.averaged unit waveform. O. Autocorrelation for total record (l ms
bins). E. Transverse hippocampal section showing pipette tip location. F. Two
superimpos!:!d, waveform averaged popspike traces, beforeflag (with amplitudemarkers!
and after.
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Figure #18; Experiment 13·1. A. Graph showing relationship01unit effects to popspike
effects in time (arrow represents ejection). B. Graph of FFT analysis shliwing frequency
at madmen power (arrow represents ejecticnl.
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Immediate Moderate Inhibition:
The 2 cells in this group showed immediate. butonly moderate inhibition 01
cell activity follow ing lC aetivatlcn.
This cellhad a width of 878.5/15.• a baseline firing rate of 2.06 Hz. and did
not burst. Following lC activation, the cell rate was inhibited from 2.06Hz to 1.5 Hz
172% of baseline)fora period of 50 s. The firing rate then returned to baseline
briefly andthen fell to a level below the controlperied.
Thepopspike amplitudeincrease (max. 151%'}was delayed for 10 s.,
occurring 20 s. after the flag and lasting for360s. which was the end of the
record . A long termeffect could not be evaluated. No clear correspondence between
the unitandpopspike effect was evident.
The FFT analysis showed onebinof increased theta frequency within 20 s.
afterthe flag. This increase, however, is notoutsidecontrol levels. There is no
evidence of anyother correspondence between theta and theother effects. The
autocorrelation showed norhythmicity.
This cellwas found in thesubgranularlayer of the hilus andits lC placement
was in thebody of the U:. However, due to the short record, conclusions could not
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Figure #19:Experiment 19·1.A.Peri-event time /listogram of unitfiring around ejection
larrewl, B. Anatomical section showing lCplacement Idol). C. averaged unit waveform,
D. Autocorrelation for total record {1 ms bins). E, Transverse hippecempal section
showing pipette tiplocation, F. Twosuperimposed, waveform averaged popspike traces,
before flag (with amplitude markers) and after.

Figure #20: Experiment 19·1.A. Graph showing relationship of uniteffects to popspike
effects in lime {arrow represents ejacticnl, B. Graph 01FFT analysis showing frequency
at maximum power {IlHOW representsejection}.
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be reached abnut long term effec ts.
40·/:
The recordedcellwidth was 759JiS., thebaseline firing rate was1.1Hz, and
it burst. lC activation caused animmediate, but moderate decrease incell firing rate
from1.1 Hz to 0.35 Hz 10%1which lasted for 140 s. The cell then returned to a
firing rate whichwas higher than the control periodrate for the remainder of the
record.
The characteristic popspike amplitude increase (max. 187%1was delayed for
30 S., occurring 40 s. after theflag and lasting for the totalrecord, which is a long
termeffect. The phasic portion ofthe pepspike increase 1110s.lcorresponded
approximately with theunit inhibition.
The FfT analysis showedan increased variability intheta frequency after
ejectiontogether withmore binsin the 2 - 3 Hz range. Aloss of theta occurred 50s.
after the flagand returned only briefly in two bins through to the end of the record.
The dominance bVlower frequencies was seen aboutthe same time as theunit
achieveda higher baseline. No rhythmicity was observed in the autocorrelation.
This cellwas found inthehilus.
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Figure 1121:Experiment 40-1. A. Peri-eventtimehistogramof unit firing aroundejection
(arrowl. B.Anatomicalsectionshowingpipette trajectoryinlC(dotl andmarker dyespot
(BI. C. averaged unit waveform. O. Autocorrelation for total record 11 ms bins). E.
Transverse hippocampal section showing pipette tip location. F. Two superimposed.
waveform averaged popspike traces, before flag lwith ereplitude markers) and after.

Figure #22: Experiment 40·1.A. Graph showing relationship of unit effects to popspike
effects in time (arrowrepresents ejection). B. Graph 01 FFT analysis showing frequency
at mallinun powerlarrow represents ejectionl.
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Delayed SU{)wession'
The3 cells in this group show a clear delay to changes in firing after lC
activation.
This cell hada width of 690 Jis., a besellae firing rate of 0.53Hz. andit
burst.Following LC activation, the inhibition didnot take place until 10seconds aher
the ilagwhen the rate decreased from 0.53 Hz to 0 Hz \0%1for 375 s. The cell
returned to a baseline whichwas higher thanthe control period.
Thepopspike increase 1167%)was delayed lor 20 s., occurred3iJ s. after the
flagandlasted for 600 s. andthen returned to baseline. There was no
correspondence between the unit changes and thepopspike change.
FFT analysis revealed a smafl increase in low frequency activity for one bin
within 20 s, afterthe flag. There was one binoftheta seen3 min. after theflag
which didnotcorrespond to anyof the other measures. An increase in low
frequencies was seenat the endof the recerd and maycoincide withthe increased
baseline firing rate 01 the cell. NO rhythmicity was seen in the autocorrelation.
Thecell placement was notavailable.
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Figure 1/23: Experiment 39-1. A. Peri-event timehistogram ofunit firing around ejection
{arrowl. B. Anatomical section showing lC pipette placement (dol).C. averaged unit
waveform. D. Autocorrelation fortotal record (1 ms bins). E. Transverse hippocampal
sectionshowingpipette tiplocation. F.Twosuperimposed. waveform averaged pepspike
traces, before"uQ{with amplitude mark ers}andafter.
J.
Figure #24: Experiment 39-1. A. Graph showing reletienshlpofunit effects to pop3pike
effects in timefarrow represents electlonl. 8. Graph ofFFTanalysis s~owi ng frequency
at marirmm power (arrow represents ejection).
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Cell ! in38·' and38.2'
This eel had a width of644ps ., a baseline tiringrate of 1 Hz, and burst.
FoDowing LC activation.this cel decreasedits nn with a delay of 10 s. from 1 H.z
to 0 Hz (0%) fllr550 s. The ceil ihen returned. with increased variabaity, tocontrol
level firing rates. Another bursting cellrecerded it the seee time, from the same
electrode, was not atlected by the lC activation.
The popspike amplitudeincrease (max. 129%1was delavedfor 20 s.
occurred30 s. after theIlag and lasted lor the remainder of the recurd. a long term
effect. The unit change didnot coincide with anyportion of the spike effect.
FfT analysis rnealed a distinct inhibition III the lhma frequency ilTlT18diately
after the flag. The theta rhythm was inlubited forthe remainder of the record. While
lIA coincided with the long term popsp:keeffect, no eonespendence was observed
with theunit effects . No rhythmicity wasobservedin the autocorrelations for the
two unit clusters.
The cellwas fllllnd in CA3c'
Experiment38·2 wasa replication of 38·1, except theelectrode was moved
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Figure #25: Experiment 38-1.A. Pen-event lime histogram ot unit tiring around ejection
(arrow). B. AnatolTical section showing lC pipeneplacement Idot}.C. averaged unit
wavefurm. D. Autocorrelation tor total recllrd 11 msbins). E. Transverse hippocampal
sectionshowing pipette tiplocation.F.Two superimpllsed. waveformaveraged popspike
traces, before flag{with amplitude markers! andafter.
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Figure#26: Experiment 38·1. A. Graph showingrelationship ofunit effects topapspike
effects intime (arrow represents ejectionl, B. Graph ofFFTanalysis showing frequency
at maximum pawar (arrowrepresents ejectionl.
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Figure #21: Experiment 38-2. A. Peri-event time histogramofunit tiring around ejection
larrowl. B. Anatomical section showing lC pipette placement (dotl. C. averagedunit
waveform D. Autocorrelation for total record 11 ms binsl. E. Transverse hippocampal
section showing pipette tip location. F. Two superimposed. waveform averaged pepspike
traces, beforeflag (with amplitude markers) andafter.
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Figure #28: Erpersnent 38·2. A. Graph showing relationship o~ unit effects to popspike
effectsin time(anewrepresents ejectienl. B. Graph of FFT analysis showingfrequency
at maximum power (arrow represents ejection).
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ventralapproximately 100pm. andtwocells were again seen and monitored during a
second glutamate ejection. As in38-1, the cell widthwas644 tn. and its rate was
1.54 Hz withbursting. Thecell inhibition effect occurred witha delay of 10 s. after
the flag , lasting for 10 min.. Another bursting cell was recorded which showed no
effect upon LCactivation.
The popspike amplitudeincrease(max. 118%1 wasdelayed for 20 s.,
occurred 30 s. after theflag and lasted for 250 s. Although thiswasa short-term
change, the earlier long-term change wasstillpresent.
The FFT analysis showed a lossof theta occurringimmediately afterthe flag
lasting for 10 min. with a return to theta after this period. The eutocmreletlen of
beth cells showed no rhythmicity.
29·3:
The recorded cell width was 690jJS ., thebaseline firing rate was 3.12 Hz,
and the cellburst. Following LCactivation, therewas a delay of 10 s. before the
actual cell effect took place. The cellratedecreased from 3.12 Hz to 0 H£ (0%1 lor
40 s. The cell thenreturned to a baseline higher than control levels for 3 minutes and
then settled to baseline levels offiring.
The popspike increase lmax . 136%) was delayed tor20 s., occurred 30 s.
113
Figure#29: Experiment29·3. A. Peri-event time histogram of unit firing around ejection
lauow). B. Anatomical section showing pipette trajectory inlCldoll and markerdye spot
IBI. C. averaged unit waveform. D. Autocorrelation for total record 11 ms bins). E.
Transverse hippocampal section showing pipette tip location. F. Two superimposed,
waveform averaged pcpspike traces, before flag (with amplitude markers) andafter.
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Figure 1130: Experiment 29·3. A. Graph showing relationship of uniteffects topopspike
effects in time (arrow represents ejection}. B. Graph of FFT analysis showingfrequency
at maximum power farrow represents ejection).
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after the flag and lasted 240 s. The initial phasic increase in the popspike amplitude
170 s.l coincidedwith theinhibitionof the cell when including ceU rate binswhich
were involved in the transition from the inhibition 10 the excitation.
FFT analysis revealed threeincreased frequency theta bins within 30 s. after
the flag. these coincide closely with the inhibition phase of the cell effect. There is
litlle theta observed starting 50 s. aftertheflag wit:l only 3 bins reaching the theta
level over12 min. A return to theta with increasedfrequencies wasobserved towards
theend of the record. There is no correspondence between this effect andthe unit or
popspike. The autocorrelation showed no rhythmicity.
This unitwas found in the subgranular layer of the hilus.
UnaffectedCellr
Onecell. 3D· ' lwidlh : 36B J1$., rate : 4.25 Hz, noob\!'StingLwas not affected
by l C activation. It wasstrongly theta rhythnic anddecreased its rate 30 s. after
the flag,coincident with the loss of thetapowerinthe US for a durationof 250 s.,
after which, the EEG returned toa strong theta rhythm andthecellreturned to a
higher baseline level.
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Figure #31: Experiment 30-1. A. Peri-event time histogramof unit firing around ejection
(arrow). B. Anatomicalsection showing pipette trajectory inlC (dollandmarker dyespot
IS). C. averaged unit waveform. O. Autocorrelation for total record (1 ms binsl. E.
Transverse hippocampal section showing pipette tip location. F. Two superVnposed,
waveform averaged popspike traces, before flag (with amplitude markers) and after.
t
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Figure#32: Experiment 30-1.A. Graph showingrelationship of unit effects f,) popspike
effectsin time (arrow represents ejeetienl, B. Graph of FFT analysis showing frequency
at maximumpower larrow represents ejectionl.
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ThepopspikB increase wes delayed for 30 S., occurred 40 s. after the flag and
lasted for the remainder of therecord. in whatwas referred to as a marginallong
termeffect. due to large amplitude variability. There was no coincidence between the
unit changes andthe popspika change.
The FFT analysis showed a distinct theta inhibition occurring at 30 s. after
the flag andlasting for 250 s. before coming back to strong theta. There is a direct
correspondence between the theta andcelleffect. Towards the endof therecord.
thereare furtherincreases in the theta frequency andthismay correspond to the
higher baseline rate of the cell at that time. The autocorrelation revealed a strong
rhythmicity in the theta range.
This cell was foundon the lateral edge of the subgranular layer.
eel/ljn 38·18nd 38·]'
ssu
This cp.1I hada widthof 644 ps.. a baseline rate of 0.95 Hz. and burst.
Following lCactivation, there was noeffectonthis cell.
The popspike changeandFFT analysis are the sameas 38·1 in the delayed
suppressionsection.
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Figure#33: Experiment 38·1.A. Peri-event time histogram of unit firing aroundejection
larrowl.B. Anatomical sectionshowinglC placement (dotl, C. averaged unitwaveform.
D. Autocorrelation for total record 11 ms bins). E. Transverse hippocampal section
showingpipette tiplocation. F. Two superimposed, waveformaveraged popspike traces,
before flag(with amplitudemarkers)and after.

Figure ' 34: Experiment 38·1. A. Graph showing relationshipof unit effects to popspike
effects in time larrowrepresents ejectienl. B. Graph of fFTanalysis showin{! frequency
at maliroom pcwer(arrow represents ejection).
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This wasthereplication of experiment 38·1. The ceR had the same
characteristics as above andwasnot affected by lC activation.
Thepopspikechangeand FFT analysis are thesame as 38·2 in thedelayed
suppression section.
su:
Theunit record for this experiment wasnot cleanandcell data were not
successfully extracted Irom it. The spike increase (max. 204%1 was pronounced,
occurring 10 sec. after the flag andlasting for the duration of therecord. whichis a
long term effect.
This occurred with anEEG record predominantly in lI A.
Evoked Firing'
75 " of all units. both bursting andnonbUrSIli:i1couldbeactivatedby PP
stimuli subthreshold for a popspike. This suggestsmany 01 these cells may be
participating in feedforward control of the DG circuit.
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Figure #35: Experiment 18·2. A.Peri-event time histogram ofunit firilg aroundejection
lanow). B. Anatomical section showing LC placement teen C. averagedunitwaveform.
O. Autocorrelation for total record 11 ms bins). E. Transverse hippocampal section
showing pipene tip lccatien. F. Two superimposed, waveform averagedpopspilce traces,
before nag (withamplitude men ersl andafter.
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ftgu re #36: Experiment 38·2. A. Graphshowing relationship of unit effects to popspike
elleets inlime (arrow represents ejectionl. 8. Graph of FFT analysis showing frequency
at maximum power(arrow representsejection).
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Figure ' 37: Elperimenl 2{)·1. A. Two superinposed. waveform averagedpopspike traces,
beforeflag (withamplilude markers! andafter. B.Analorrical settion showing pipette
trajectory inlC(dotl andmarker dye spol lBI C. Transversehippocampal sectionshowir.g
pipette tlplceatien,
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Figure13B: Elpl!liment 20-1. A. Graphshowingrelationship 01 unit eflects topopspike
effects intimefarrow represents ejacticnl, B. GraphofFFT analysis showing frequency
at marsrarnpower (arrow represents ejeclionl.
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~
In11 animals, there werethetabins withinthe20 sec.period afterthe flag.
There was a high incidence of theta episodes in the control period of 9 of these
animals, while 2 :howed a moderate to low incidence. In2 of the 9 animals lC
activation increased thethetafrequency outside control ranges. One of the 9 showed
a theta increase outside allof the control range except one bin. Thethree remaining
animals of the total of 14,wereinlIAfor most of therecord. Ofthe 9 animals with
control theta, Bshowed a decrease in thetheta frequency beginning an average of
32.5 seconds afterthe flag andlasting foran average of 6.27min. The twowith
moderate to low incidence of theta and short records showed nochange. One animal
with strong thetabefore and afterthe flag also showed nochange.
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DISCUSSIDN
The concern of l!lisu udy was to assesstheeffect of synaptic NE release in
the DG by simultaneouslymonitoringchanges in the PP-EP, the single unit activity of
neurons at the same site, andtheDG EEG. Potentiation 01 the population lipike was
usedas evidence of successful activation r.f Le·NE release by local LC glutamate
ejection.The ejection event itself was flagged in therecording records. Asreported
earlier, activationof lC producedconsistent potentiation of the popspike amplitude
whichwas typically delayed by 20 s. relative to lCactivation. Effects in thecell
circuitry wereusually immediate when they occurred and theta EEG wee etten seen
prior to the populationspike change.
le oNE' What H8DDens jn lC'
It became evident attarlooking at the results of LCactivation that thespecific
activation prefile. withits various components. was important. Harley and Sara119921
reported thai following LC glutamate ejections. theLC immediately increases its firing
rate from a normal 0.5· 1.5 Hz to a higher level offiring for a period of 250·400 ms.
The activated rate is likely to be maximal for LC since firing in their 10 s. binwas
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over 4 Hz. and the increasewould have occurred only in thefirst 0.5 s. Following
this rush of activity, a prolonged and completesuppressionof lC cell firing was
ouserveu. The suppression typically lasted for anaverage of 4·5 min. lC cells then
returned to normal firing rate. These three components, immediate short excitation,
abrupt and prolonged suppression, andreturn to normal rate, appear to befactors in
themediation of cell effects ifl the present study.
lC·NEandSingle Units:
Nonburstino cells:
It has been shewn that non-bursting cells in the OG haveinterneuron
characteristics in that they areall likelyGABAergic tseress and Ribak, 1983). Such
cellsare concentratedin thesuhqranular zone lRibak and Seress, 1983;Buckmaster
e-rd Schwartzkroin, 1995), a region previously shown to have thedensest NE
innervation from lC (Kada et al., 1977 &78; Drutcherand Davis, 19801. In addition to
nonbursting, a second electrophysiologieal cha racteristic for GABAergic intemeurcns is
their typicallynarrow action potential waveforms ranging from 200 . 400 /is.
(Mizumori et al, t989; Jung and MeNallghton, 1993; Pang and Rose, 19871. It was
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among cells of thistype that immediate changes infiring occurred with LC·NE
activation.
Inpievious work, NE han beenreponed variously to induce excitation or
inhibitionof the spontaneous activit',' of nonbursting DG cellsin in vivo experiments
(Segal et el., 1974a&b·76a&b; Pang and Rose 1987; Rose and Pang, 19891. Inthe
present ~ t u dy, both excitation andinhibition were seen, but different subpopulations nf
cellsappeared differentiaUy involved illthese effects.
Nonbursting neurons with narrow action potentials (368 . 414 ps.), which
were inor near the subgranular zona In..3) were immediately excited following LC
arrivatien This group increased their firing rate for an average of 26.6s. These
results parallel theseof Pang lind Rose (1987) & R<)~~ and Pang (l989)who recorded
from interneurons in the subgranular regionof the hilus and found the majority to be
excited byiontophoresed NE. This parallel suggests the present effects are also
produced by a direct action of LC·NE ontheseinterneurons.
Nonbursting cellswith wideraction potentials (759·878 fJS., n..41and a
scattered location in the hilus, showed immediateinhibition with LC activation lasting
an average of 96 s. These results are analogous to those of Segal and Bloom
(1974a&b·76a&bl who recorded from a variety of burstingand nonbursting cellsin
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Ammon's horn and the 06 and found inhibition to bethe cheraetenstic effect when
lC was electrically stimulated or NI': was iontophoresed onto individual cells. While lC
electrical stimulation may notheve been as selective as LC glutamate, pharmacological
controlsused bySegal and Bloomand thepara llel withNE iontophoretic effects
suggest inhibition is alsoa directeffect of LC·NEactions onsome GABAergic
interneurons.
In the present study, two other nonbursting cells with narrow waveforms were
affected differently than the maingroup. One was briefly and immediately inhibited by
LC·NE as were thecells with wider waveforms, andonewasunaffected. The
unaffectedcell130-11 was particularly interestll l!t as it was a clearly identified phasic
theta cell with a di;:tinctlyrhythmicautocorrelation (3 HZl, butits ratechanges
followed EEG changes broad:y andit was not directlyinfluenced by lCactivation.
Tosummarize, at least3 groups of GABAergic interneurons may be
distinguished by their differentialresponse to LC·NE: lal. a narrow action potential
group with excitation following Le·NEactivation, lasting - 26 s., fhl. a wide action
potentialcell group withinhibition of firing follow ing LC· NE activationlasting - 96 s.,
andtel. a group that may be unaffected byLe·NEactivation. Thepositive cell effects
may be directlyattributable to LC·NErelease sincethey are seenimmediately with lC
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activationandhave been observed to occur with local anddirect NEapplication to
nonbursting populations.
Bursting Cells.'
Bursting cells are definedas cells which can lire I:Iroups of actionpotentials
with less than10 msintervals(Fox andRanck 19811. Pyramidal cellsin the DG are
found in layer CA3( andin thehilus (referred to as displaced pyramidal cells). Mossy
cells, a glutamatergic interneuron type, may also be capableof bursts.
The main effect seen among bursting cells In'' 31in thepresent studywas
delayed suppression of activity. Bursting cells have wider actionpotentials than
nonbursting interneurons (644 . 690ps.l. The delay averaged lOs. after the lIag and
thesuppression lasted foran average of 321 s. or about 5 min. Anatomically, same
01these cells were in CA3cwhileother placements were more consistent with
displaced pyramidal cells in the hilus. One neuron of this type(width: 759ps.J.
showed an immediate, but mild suppression 01 activity lasting 140 s. The long·lasting
anddelayed suppression inactivityseen among these cells may be related to the loss
of tonic NE due to thedelayedbut prolonged suppression of the U: firing rate alter
the glutamatergic excitation since the timecoursesare Quite similar.
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Alternatively, Scanziani et al.ngg3) have recently shown that NE decreases
the amplitude of mossy fiber EPSP's in CA3 pyramidal cells anddecreased pyramidal
cell firing could berelated to NE presynaptic modulation.
Proposed Modelof Unit Effects:
Figure 39 summarizes theseresults. In the areaof densest NE innervation, 3
interneuron subtypesare distinguished.Those nearest the subgranular layer, which
may be basket cells, are either excited by or unetteeted ~y lC activation, while
others, located more distally andwith wider waveforms are inhibited. the activity of
some intemeutonsin thisgroup have nons in the PPzone 01 the molecular layer.
Bursting cells includingthose from CA3e are either unaffectedor show prolonged
reducedactivity similar in length to the period of lC suppression. It is only in the zone
ofdense NE innervation that immediate effects are observed. This model nf unit
effects may account for several features of the spike amplitude modulation as
describedin the next section.
Le·NEandSoi" Amolitude:
The population spike amplitude significantly increased with Le·NEin all
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experiments. However, also present in allexperiments was a time delaybetween the
flag and the first potentiated spike which typically occurred at 30 s. after a delay 01
20 s. Most cell changes were observed immediately after the flag.
The unit effects suggest oneexplanation 01 this delay. It is apparent fromthe
immediateconsequence of Le-NE release that one population of GABAcells is excited
briefly while another is inhibited for a longer period. Two such changes in GABAergic
influence could initially balanceandprevent the appearance of a net increase incell
excitability. As the excitatory effect disappears, disinhibition should be evident. For
example, in experiment 11-3, the cell excitation lasts 20 s. after the flag and the
spikeincrease begins 20 s. after theflag. The longer inhibition of some interneurone
would then contribute to, andmay account for, the stronger, phasic increasein the
popspike that is seen initiallYin all records. For example, in experiment 33·1, the cell
is inhibited for 70 s. which correspondsto the initially stronger phasic increase in the
popspikewhich ends80 s. after the flag ,
NE potentiation in11/14 experiments continues beyond this phasic period
however, suggesting a change in coupling of PPinput to OGoutput is occuning and
that NE potentiation is notsimply a result of disinhibition as Buzsaki lirst
hypothesized. GABAergic cell changes are transientrelative to the overall potentiation.
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Asecond explanation for the delaymay simply be that there is a second messenger
involved inmediating this effect andit takes a certainamount of timeIon the order
ofseconds) to produce theeffect. LTP itself has been shown to take - 30 s. to
develop Ihanse and Gustafsson, 19921.
LC·NEamithe EPSP:
An increasein the slope of the £PSP wasobservedin 12 of the 14 animals
withan averageonsetof 14s. after the flag. The average increase was 114.75%of
baseline, andlasted56.6 s, This £PS Peffect was seenby analysingindividually
collected pcpspikes. Earlier studies ( Neuman and Harley,1983) that reported noEPSP
changes may havemissed these transient events by analysingaveraged grou~s of EPs.
Apossible explanation for thepresent EPSP change may also befound in the single
unit events. Inhibition of feedtorward interneurons whose primaryinhibitory targetis
the mddleor outer rrelecular layer IBuckmaster andSchwartzkroin, 19951might be
predictedto alter the EPSP slope and amplitude. Dendritic disinhibitionwould be seen
as a transient increase in the £PSP.
Dahl and Sarvey 119891reported that NEcan cause both long termEPSPand
spike effects if the medial PPis stimulated selectively. However, the method used
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here doesnotselectively activate one portion of the PPso thepresent transient EPSP
effects probably differ from those observed byDahl and Sarvey. Future in vivo studies
areneeded to verify that themedial PPEPSP shows long term potentiation.
/C-,Vf BndffB:
Inthe course of analysisof the EEG data.it became evident that using smaller
bins (2.5 s.) for FFT analyses revealed transient NE effects which were oftennot
observed in initial analyses using 5 s. bins. This may relate to the briefperiod of NE
release activation.
NE was thought notto effect hippocampal thetauntil recently. The theta
rhythm has been shown to be under cholinergic and serotonergic control lV'lnderwolf.
1988l. Robinson III al., (19771did a study onwhether the dorsal NE bundle
projectionsfrom LC werelinked to thetaactivity. They found that when the NEdorsal
bundle connection was cut, the theta rhythm was still intact. However, it is possible
thai los of brief phasic theta increases may have been overlooked.
Berridge and Foote, 119911 found tonic activation of LC with bethanecol, a
cholinergic agonist, caused an increase in therelative power of theta compared to
other frequencies in the EEG record. Adelay of 5·30 s. afterthe start of the
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increase in LC firing was ebserved to be the beginning of theeffectperiod. Sainsbury
et et, (19931has also shown that detomidine, an a2 agon;sl, infused into the rnedan
raphe nucleus, wilt cause a release of type 2 theta{immobility theta}. They suggest
NE modulates serotonergic influences onthocholinergic system which in turn,
influences theta.
In the present study, the relativepower of theta was not measured. However,
theta occurred after the flag in l1f14animals which were invariable theta before the
flag. UnlikeBerridge andFoote, 3/11 animals in the present studyshowed increases in
theta frequency outsidethe control range within 20 s. of the flag which are clearly
ejection related. Three animals hadpredominantly L1A records and there was noflag
related theta. This is consistentwith Berridg'3 andFoote's report that deeply
anesthetised animals do notshow LC·induced theta withbethanecd LC activaticn. In
the present study, the LC was activated briefly andra~idly andthe flag related theta
wasalsobrief andcorresponding to the glutamate activation. Berridge andPeete's
slow onset tonic change also appeared directly related to the I.C firing pattern.
Eightanimals which hadfrequent theta episodes prior to LC activation,
subsequently showed a lossof theta r"'Jquencies beginning 30 s. after the ejection
andlasting for an average of 6.7 min. This period of dominance by lower frequencies
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may be explained in two ways. The characteristic andcompletesuppression of lC
activityafterthe initial burst following glutamate ejection would causea loss01 tonic
NE andthislossmight produce the decrease in the incidence of theta. Arecent
paper by Berridge and Foote (19941has shown that infusionsof clonidine 135 nl or
150 nilin the vicinity of the lC dramatically reduce theta frequency in theEEG.
However, they only foundthis effect with bilateral lC suppression, notwithunilateral
suppression. The effectlasted for30 . 180min. andthenthe lC returned to baseline
firing levels andthe EEGreturned to its previous thetafrequency level. These findings
are in close agreement to this study, exceptthat here, unilaterallC suppression
achieves similar results. Again, anesthetic level may be impcrtant, as subjects with the
more consistent theta patterns showed onlybrief or notheta suppression after
unilateral U: glutamate. Alternatlvely, theta may beoverdrivenby the initial strong
NE release which can result in theta block (Verles, 1980; Paiva et at, 19761.
Interrelationships Among EEG Changes & Changes in the arl-ofVan"ables:
The RelaUon of Cen Changes to EEG Changes:
Generally, with regard to cell activity in hroad relation to the EEG, some cens
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in this study may be loosely classified as phasic thete-cn cells {42·1 and 30-11. tonic
tteta-cffcells 140·1 and29-3L Dr tonic theta-on cells 11 7-3. 38-2. 32-2 and 33-11_
However. the actionof NE onthese ceUs appears independent of its
involvement inthetasupport. Forexample. the cell in experiment 32-2appears to be il
tonic theta-en cell. but when LC is activated. thecellis inhibited even inthe presence
of an increase in thetafrequency outside the controlrange. ClearIy there is a
dissociationbetween LC·NEeffects on the unit andeffects onEEG.
Tile Relation of EEG toPoosoike"
Greenstein et al.119881reportedthat long term potentiation in the OG is
preferentially induced at theta rhythmperiodicity. In the present study, theta was
seen after theflag in 11 animals. and in516 enimels thai had lcnq-tenn changes. One
animal in L1Aalsosham !!a long termpatentietien. While it is clearthat potentiation
canoccur wilh lIA01 thetaas the predominantEEGsignature. the presence of theta
ette LC activation in less deeplyanesthetised rats is compatible with thesuggeslion
that lC prcmntes OG circuit plasticity in multiple ways.
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Pharmacoloqv:
Earlier studies have found spike amplitude potentiation (Harley and Milway,
1986; tecellle andHarllly, 1985; Stanton andSarvey, 1985b) andboth excitatory and
inhibitory celleffects (Segal andBloom. 1974-76; Pang and Rose, 1987; Rose and
Pang, 19891 to be p-receptor mediated. More recentwork has shown that NE effects
on EEG are alsop·receptor mediated (Berridge and Foote, 1991). Therefore, it is
possible that all the Le·NE effects in this study arep·receptormediated. However,
presynaptic inhibition of mossy fiber glutamate release is reported to be a-mediated
(Scanzianiet al., 1993) anda re-axaminatinn of celleffects with pharmacological
controls would beof interest.
eel/Identification:
While cellscan be classified with a degree ofcertainty here based on their
electrophysiological characteristics and location, to be certain of the cell type,
intracellular recording followed bydye-filling the celland locating it in the stained
sections must be attempted. The present, surprisingresults are suggestive of discrete
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and selective lC control of different GABAergicinterneuron types presumably in the
service of attenticnal and memorial processes, butsuch claimswill require more
chaflengingstudiesto verify this hypothesis.
lC SelectMtvof Glutamate Auulicatiqn'
While it appearedthat the deeper dye ejections were due to experimenter
error, it is possible that in some experiments, activation effects were due to
glutamatestimulation of othercellgroups. However, previous studies with both EP
and EEGchanges IHarley and Milway, 1986; Berridge and Foote, 1994) suggest only
LC ejectionsare likely to have given this profile of EP and EEG changes.
Conclusions:
The long term enhancement of thepopulationspike has notspecificallybeen
accounted for by allYone of theeffects observed irtthisstudy. However, it seems
that several conditions are beillg set up by LC·NE release which would act together
with cellularevents to promote the enduring increasedcoupling between PP input and
granule celloutput. The transient initialincreases in theta may provide the
svnchmnizaticn for the initialization and maintenance of a long term circuitry change.
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Inaddition, the inhibition of GABA intemeurons would also providefavourable
conditions for increasedcellularexcitability leading to a long termcircuitrychange.
finally, cyclic AMP may be involved in the actual coupling change itself. IIseems that
therole of NE in thissystemis to modulate several parameters which collectivelyact
to promote long termenhancement of DG circuitthroughput.
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